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Introduction
The operation speed of electronic and computing devices, for data processing as well 
as storage, has been growing at a fast pace during the last decades. This consumer- 
driven increase has pushed the industry to  make faster and smaller devices each 
year. Surprisingly, technology has been able to keep up with the challenging ‘Moore’s 
Law’, stating a doubling in speed/decrease in size approximately every two years. 
The well known fact tha t ultimately, these technological advances will be limited 
by fundamental physics limits, has triggered many people to come up with different 
ideas and approaches to overcome this problem. The nice thing about these new 
approaches is tha t interesting fundamental physics is involved in the development 
of these sometimes radical new technologies. This is especially true for two of the 
proposed pathways namely ‘spintronics’[1] and ‘quantum computing’[2].
In both fields the intrinsic electron spin property, instead of its charge (used in 
normal electronics and conventional computing), plays an im portant role. It is this 
directional property of the electrons (or other charge carriers) which one hopes to use 
in future devices. In order to make these devices work, manipulation, control and of 
course the detection of spin orientation is crucial.
In general, the spin orientation is not an equilibrium property, due to spin-flip 
processes, spin relaxation, spin dephasing or carrier recombination. Many parameters 
like m aterial/structural properties and tem perature can influence the spin lifetime 
and spin coherence. The spin dephasing times vary from a few picoseconds in bulk 
semiconductor materials to several nanoseconds in low-dimensional structures at low 
temperatures. Off course, for applications, the spin orientation should be well defined
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on the timescale of the operation speed of the device. In fact, quantum computing 
schemes would require many quantum operations within the spin dephasing time. 
Therefore, it is very im portant to understand the spin dynamics on these relevant 
timescales.
Both electrical as well as optical methods have been developed to control and de­
tect the spin orientation in different metal and semiconductor materials, each method 
having advantages and disadvantages. For fast processing of spins, optical methods 
are the obvious candidates as light pulses from modern laser sources are short (typ­
ically below 100 fs), and much faster than ‘state of the a r t’ electronics. And indeed, 
it has been shown that light can interact with spins on a femtosecond time scale [3].
Recently, novel optical methods, like (polarization) pulse shaping have been devel­
oped to control the spectral properties of light pulses to  precisely control the outcome 
of photo induced chemical reactions, multi-photon excitations processes, and surface 
plasmons [4, 5, 6].
In this thesis we investigate the ability of these newly developed methods to control 
and detect spins and subsequent spin dynamics, and to further extend the capabilities 
of optical methods for both fundamental studies and applications of ultrafast control 
of spin orientation and subsequent spin dynamics.
1.1 Electron spins
The electron spin is connected to its intrinsic angular momentum and can be visu­
alized as a rotating ball, where the axis of rotation is taken as a measure for the 
direction of spin (see Fig. 1.1)1. It is im portant to notice that spin is an intrinsic 
quantum-mechanical property of an electron, and the only variable is the orientation 
of the electron spin, which is defined as ‘up’ or ‘down’. The first observation of this 
intrinsic spin property was done by Stern and Gerlach (though it was not immediately 
recognized as such). The correct explanation of this experiment was possible after the 
introduction of the idea of an intrinsic angular momentum (spin) of the electron was 
postulated by George Uhlenbeck and Samuel Goudsmit, and independently by Ralph 
Kronig in 1925. Clear effects of the electron spin can be found in high resolution 
spectroscopy data of hydrogen transition lines. In these experiments it is shown that 
electron spins interact with nuclear spins and also with orbiting electrons around the 
nucleus producing an orbital angular momentum (spin-orbit interaction).
In ‘normal’ electronic devices, electrons moved around by electric fields (potential 
gradients) are used to make these devices work. The spin property does not play 
a role, and in fact, on a macroscopic level the average spin does not have a net 
orientation at all. Recently it was proposed that the spin property of electrons can 
be used to add functionality to electronic devices (so-called ‘spintronic’ devices), and
1Note th a t this description should not be taken literally
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moreover, tha t the spin property can be used to store quantum information where 
the up and down spin orientations are the quantum bits acting as building blocks for 
spin-based quantum computers.
Figure 1.1: A pair of electrons represented as rotating balls, where the spin orientation is 
visualized as an arrow along the rotation axis of the electron.
1.2 Spintronics
The idea of spintronics is based on the exploitation of the intrinsic electron spin in 
addition to the charge of the electron, in electronic devices. Some spintronic devices 
have already been used in modern electronics for a number of years. For example, the 
read-head in a hard disk is a spintronic device (a spin valve) working on the principle 
of giant magneto-resistance (GMR), discovered by Fert and Griinberg [7, 8] who 
received the Nobelprize in 2007 for this discovery (Fig. 1 .2). These highly successful 
spintronic devices are metal based, contrary to microprocessor technology, which is 
semiconductor based.
In order to incorporate spintronics in microprocessor technology, semiconductor 
spintronic components should be developed. One might think of a spin field effect 
transistor as described by D atta and Das [9]. Such a device (see Fig. 1.3) would 
require an efficient injection of spins into a material (spin injector), manipulation of 
the electron spin current inside the material by external influences, and the detection 
of the spin current after manipulation (spin detector).
For a number of reasons, semiconductor spintronic devices have not yet been 
realized at present. The main reasons are ineffective spin injection/detection from 
a spin injector/detector into/from a medium [10], and the difficulties to produce
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Figure 1.2: A spin valve structure consisting of a spin spin aligner and a spin detector. 
Current transmission is possible when the two are aligned in a parallel configuration.
magnetic semiconductors with high enough Curie temperatures for the injector and 
detector parts of an all-semiconductor device. It can be concluded that the main 
problems to be solved are related to the effective injection and detection of spin 
polarization in a semiconductor [1 , 11 , 12].
spin manipulation
Figure 1.3: Generic spintronic device
The two most popular approaches to investigate and realize effective injection 
of spin polarized carriers are electrical and optical methods. During the electrical 
injection, spin polarized electrons are injected from a magnetic material (either a 
ferromagnetic material or a paramagnetic material in an applied external field) into 
a non-magnetic semiconductor material. In such magnetic materials the electron at 
the Fermi level are spin-polarized, thus a current from the magnetic material into 
the non-magnetic material should create a net spin-polarization in the latter. The 
reverse process, spin-polarized current from the non-magnetic into the magnetic ma-
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terial, is expected to be spin dependent as well, allowing for electrical detection of 
spin-polarization using the same configuration. Optical injection of spin-polarization 
with circularly polarized light is also a possibility. This process is based on angular 
momentum transfer from photons to electrons, and is most effective in semiconduc­
tors with large spin-orbit splitting, like GaAs and CdTe. Optical detection of spin 
orientation can be performed by measuring the polarization of the photoluminescence 
due to relaxation of spin polarized carriers, or by magneto-optical effects like the Kerr 
rotation or Faraday rotation.
Both methods (electrical and optical) have different advantages and disadvantages 
for the investigation and realization of spin-polarization in semiconductors. The elec­
trical methods are clearly more easily applicable for the use in future spintronic de­
vices, and offer the possibility to make structures and investigate spin transport on 
length scales below the diffraction limit of light. On the other hand, optical methods 
allow for the investigation of spin polarization without making high quality contacts, 
and give easy access to the ultrafast spin dynamics of the non-equilibrium charge and 
spin distribution induced by a short laser pulse.
1.3 Spin-based quantum computing
Quantum computing is different from conventional computing in the method used 
for storage and manipulation of information. In normal computers the information 
is stored in bits, which are binary states of the system, where one state is labeled 
‘0’ and the other ‘1’. Examples of these states are electronic potentials of magnetic 
domains on a hard disk. A quantum computer uses quantum states to  store informa­
tion in so-called qubits, which possess quantum properties like quantum  superposition 
and entanglement. Operation of the quantum computer is based on controllable in­
teraction of qubits by implementing quantum logic gates exploiting these quantum 
mechanical effects.
It can be shown that a quantum computer has certain potential advantages over 
a normal computer, as it is predicted to  solve some cryptology problems orders of 
magnitude faster, as well as certain scientific problems in chemistry and physics of 
quantum origin. The realization of such a quantum computer is still a formidable 
challenge. Some crucial requirements are the scalability of the system of quantum bits, 
the initialization of these qubits, their decoherence times, fast error-free manipulation 
of the superposition of quantum states, and the non-destructive detection of the 
superposition of quantum states.
Many quantum systems are proposed as candidates for qubit building blocks for 
quantum computing. One of them is the electron spin in semiconductor quantum 
dots. As mentioned before, the electron spin may be found in two quantum spin 
states ‘up’ and ‘down’. These spin states have a relatively large spin coherence time, 
and these quantum dots can be controlled with large precision with ‘state of the
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Figure 1.4: A spin qubit. In contrast to a normal bit, the spin qubit can be in arbitrary 
superposition of spin up and down states, given by a point on the Bloch sphere.
a r t’ nanotechnology. Moreover, the interaction of light with the spin system allows 
for ultrafast initialization, manipulation, and detection of the superposition of spin 
states, using femtosecond laser pulses [1, 3]. These properties make the spin system in 
semiconductors a very promising candidate for light-controllable quantum computing. 
First, however, several difficulties have to be overcome. One of them is the selective 
addressing of these quantum dots. W ith light only, spatial addressing is fundamentally 
problematic due to the diffraction limit of light, restricting spatial resolution to a 
range in the order of the used laser wavelength. Spectrally selective addressing of 
individual spin states is possible in principle, using more complex optical excitation 
schemes, however, the effectiveness of these optical methods and the subsequent laser 
induced spin dynamics are largely unknown.
1.4 Optical detection of electrically injected spins
In semiconductor spintronic devices the effective electrical injection from a semicon­
ductor magnetic contact into a non-magnetic semiconductor is a crucial parameter, 
which, however, is hard to measure experimentally. Electrical detection of spin polar­
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ization is nowadays possible with non-local techniques, but provides little information 
of the induced spin-polarization near the interfaces [13, 14, 15]. Optical methods based 
on photoluminescence of the electrically injected spins is also possible but requires 
high quality samples which show luminescence [16, 17] .
Magneto-optical effects, like the Kerr effect and the Faraday rotation can be very 
sensitive alternatives to photoluminescence measurements. The Kerr effect can be 
used to probe the electrically injected spin-polarization. Kerr rotation is the rotation 
of the reflected beam due to spin polarization or net magnetization in the material. 
This method can in principle be used for different materials, with no restriction on 
sample quality [18]. In lateral spin injection structures this method is shown to be a 
good candidate for measuring the spatial distribution of spin-polarization by scanning 
the probe and measuring the Kerr effect [19, 20, 21, 22]. Our aim is to measure 
the Kerr rotation in vertical structures: here, the Kerr rotation is used to detect 
and investigate the spin polarization at the buried interface between a (Zn,Be,Mn)Se 
magnetic injector and a GaAs semiconductor. Because high electric fields are expected 
in this configuration, the electric field effects on the optical as well as the magneto­
optical properties are also measured and analyzed.
1.5 Optical excitation of spins
As mentioned before, a laser pulse is a good candidate for the ultrafast manipulation 
of spins of excited carriers (electrons and holes), because the pulse duration can be 
in the range of 100 femtoseconds and below, using standard Ti:Sapphire pulsed laser 
sources [23]. The ability to produce short laser pulses is, however, not the only 
crucial parameter to be controlled for ultrafast spin manipulation; it is the ultrafast 
interaction between light and spins that is the im portant factor. The problem is, that 
the electron spin is not affected directly by light during resonant optical transitions. 
In other words there is no change in spin between ground state and excited state. 
However if spin-orbit coupling is relatively large the angular momentum of circularly 
polarized light can induce a spin orientation of the excited carriers.
The semiconductors that have this property include most III-V and II-VI ma­
terials i.e. GaAs(III-V), CdTe(II-VI)). Silicon, however, is not a favorable material 
for optical studies because of its indirect bandgap. Experimental proof of optically 
induced spin polarization in semiconductors was demonstrated already more than 40 
years ago [24, 25]. It was however not until the arrival of the femtosecond laser pulses 
that ultrafast spin dynamics in these semiconductor materials was investigated. Espe­
cially the GaAs and the CdTe based materials have been studied extensively because 
the bandgap matches the widely used Ti:Sapphire femtosecond and picosecond pulsed 
laser systems. Also magnetic semiconductors have attracted attention because of the 
possible interplay between magnetism and spin polarization of carriers[19, 26, 27]. 
Recently the focus of ultrafast dynamics in semiconductors has shifted to semicon-
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ductor structures with reduced dimensions like quantum wells and quantum dots, 
because of the potential application in semiconductor lasers, LEDs, solar cells, and 
even as qubit elements based on quantum dots. It has also been recognized that these 
materials are very promising as they exhibit long spin coherence times (spintronics) 
and the possibility to control a single spin carrier (quantum logic).
1.6 Spins in quantum wells and quantum dots
Most of the samples studied in this thesis are CdTe-based quantum well structures
[28]. Such a quantum well consists of a semiconductor material (CdTe) which is bound 
by barriers (CdMgTe) in one direction (see Fig. 1.5). (A quantum dot is bounded in 
all three directions). These barriers are usually semiconductor material with a higher 
relative bandgap. Therefore, electrons and holes in the conduction and valence band 
can not migrate into these barriers and are confined to the layer between the barriers; 
the quantum well. As this layer becomes thinner and thinner the wave character 
of carriers becomes increasingly important, in such a way, that the wave functions 
should fit into the quantum well. As a result, the energy structure of the carriers 
shows atomic-like discrete levels in contrast to the continuous distribution of energy 
levels in bulk semiconductors2.
Another effect of the confinement is the increased Coulomb interaction between 
electrons and holes in the quantum well structure. This results in the formation of 
electron-hole pairs (excitons) even at elevated temperatures. In addition to  these 
excitons, particles consisting of two electrons and one hole (trions) might also be 
present if there are free electrons available in the quantum well (see Fig. 1.6). In 
case of free holes in the quantum well positively charged trions may be formed after 
excitation. Because excitons and trions consist of both electrons and holes, the exciton 
and trion spins are defined by the spin orientation of the hole. Using this definition 
we can safely consider the spin orientation of the exciton and trion distribution.
The discrete energy level structure makes these quantum well ideal for semiconduc­
tor laser applications. Moreover, the tuneability by adjusting layer thickness enables 
precise engineering of the frequency of the emission light. Mostly because of these 
reasons a lot of research activity has focused on carrier dynamics in these quantum 
structures. The ultrafast spin dynamics in these structure has however not been 
studied extensively, because of the less evident applications in this direction.
2 Due to  the 2D confinement, the discrete levels only appear in the  direction orthogonal to  the 
plane of the quantum  well.
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Figure 1.5: A schematic picture of a quantum well showing the lowest electron state c1, the 
light hole (lh), and the heavy hole (hh) state. The degeneracy of the hole band is lifted by 
the confinement in the quantum well.
1.7 Relevant timescales in CdTe-based quantum wells
Only recently it was shown, that spin polarization of excitons and trions in CdTe- 
based quantum wells could be efficiently generated by circularly polarized laser pulses. 
The spin polarization of these excited states is in the order of tens of picoseconds, 
while the exciton and trion recombination time is about 100 picoseconds. These time 
scales were retrieved by (polarization) photoluminescence measurements [28, 29].
Even more interesting were the induced spin polarizations and spin coherence 
times of the free electrons, which showed spin dephasing times into the nano second 
range. The process of optical orientation of spin polarized free carriers is not evident, 
but is proven to be very sensitive on the resonant spin excitation of excitons and trions
[29]. These observed long spin coherence times make these structures very interesting 
for spintronic applications.
On the other hand the quality of the samples and the strong exciton binding 
energy results in very sharp and well separated optical transitions, with equivalent 
long optical coherence times (about 1-2 picosecond decoherence time). This property 
makes it a very suitable model system for investigating optical coherence (superposi­
tion of ground and excited state) and quantum /Ram an coherence (superposition of 
two excited states) by ultrafast optical techniques.
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exciton
Figure 1.6: exciton and trion spin orientation
It should be noted that quantum wells are not directly candidates for spin based 
qubits. Nonetheless, the similarities between the optical properties of quantum wells 
and quantum dots, infer that a lot can be learned about the coherence properties 
and the possibilities for ultrafast optical control of spin states in these kind of low 
dimensional structures.
1.8 Fourier Limit
The optically induced spin polarization can be studied with, for instance, optical 
pump-probe techniques to retrieve information about carrier recombination, spin re­
laxation, and spin coherence. In such a technique, a pump-induced change is measured 
with a time delayed probe pulse (see chapter 3). Using pump-probe spectroscopy it 
is possible to get information about the optically injected spin polarization from the 
nanosecond to the femtosecond regime, given the fact that laser pulses can be gen­
erated as short as 100 femtosecond. However, there is a restriction to the ultrafast 
generation of spin polarization; short pulses inevitably have a broad spectrum. This 
property of an ultrafast laser pulse is known as the Fourier limit [30].
A E A t > h  (1.1)
It states that the spectral width (A E ) and the duration (At) of the optical pulse 
are coupled (140 fs, 800 nm pulse of about 10 meV (FWHM)). Consequently, in 
optical excitation experiments one has to find a compromise between fast excitation 
and spectral selectivity. The same restriction holds for ultrafast spin excitation. As a 
result, the high resolution spectrally resolved optical orientation of spins may become 
difficult with ultrafast laser pulses.
This problem is evident if we consider low dimensional structures, like quantum 
wells and quantum dots, as their spin states are placed very closely in energy space.
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To achieve effective spin polarization of individual states in these systems, the laser 
has to be tuned precisely to the right frequency, with a very narrow bandwidth, 
because the energy splitting between levels is small (typically 2 meV) compared to the 
bandwidth of a femtosecond laser. Ultrafast excitation and analysis of spin dynamics 
in these structures is therefore very difficult with ‘normal’ transform-limited circularly 
polarized laser pulses. That is one of the main reasons why we investigated the spin 
orientation with specially constructed complex optical pulses to introduce spectrally 
controlled spin orientation of individual levels on an ultrafast timescale.
1.9 Control of spins by two-pulse excitation
One method to get more spectral control of spin orientation is not to use a single 
circularly polarized pulse but two cross-polarized optical pulses with tunable time 
delay between these pulses. This idea to use two-pulse excitation was pioneered 
by Heberle et al. and Marie et a/.[31, 32]. They showed the coherent interference 
of excitons with femtosecond and picosecond optical pulses. Heberle et al. also 
showed the control of spin orientation of excitons with cross-polarized pulses, with an 
experimental configuration similar to what was used to control the exciton and trion 
spin (chapter 2).
Figure 1.7: Coherent Control of spin polarization using a pair of orthogonally polarized 
femtosecond laser pulses
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At first sight excitation with two time delayed cross-polarized pulses might seem 
an illogical choice because of the fact tha t a single linearly polarized pulse does not 
create any spin-polarization in a semiconductor at all. This is indeed true, therefore, 
to  introduce a spin polarization an interaction between the two pulses is necessary. 
The interaction is evident for overlapping cross-polarized pulses, for which it is easily 
shown that this overlap generates circularly polarized optical pulses where the helicity 
is determined by the phase difference between the two pulses. Nevertheless, when 
a time delay is introduced resulting in a situation of non-overlapping pulses, the 
interplay between quantum and optical coherence in the material causes interference 
of the optically induced spin densities that may result in a spin polarization of the 
excited state. In fact, arbitrary spin-polarizations of two (or more) states can be 
created independently from each other, giving an opportunity to investigate coherence 
between spin states at ultrafast time scales.
1.10 Control of spins by polarization pulse shaping
Coherent control methods based on two-pulse excitation rely on the interplay between 
optical and quantum interference to manipulate spins in energy space. Therefore, 
such a method requires high quality samples with relatively long coherence times. A 
different, more direct way of spectrally controlling amplitude and the helicity and 
thus the optically induced spin orientation is pulse shaping. It has recently been 
demonstrated that shaping of femtosecond laser pulses is an effective tool to control 
the effects of quantum interference in an optically induced process and a method to 
affect the outcome of photo induced chemical processes, multi-photon excitation, and 
surface plasmons[4, 5, 6, 33].
The basic idea of pulse shaping is a straightforward three-step process; (1) split­
ting an optical pulse into its spectral components; (2) manipulating these individual 
spectral components with a set of liquid crystal cells; (3) and recombine the spectral 
components to get a complex shaped pulse (see Fig. 1.8). The most general type of 
pulse shaping will control phase, amplitude, and polarization of each spectral com­
ponent. It should be noted that the experimental control of all degrees of freedom is 
difficult to realize. Only recently it was demonstrated by Brixner et al., showing that 
arbitrary polarization shaped pulses can be generated by independent pulse shaping 
of both orthogonal polarization parts of the optical pulse [34]. Standard pulse shaping 
methods are designed to control either phase and amplitude, or phase and polariza­
tion. The control of amplitude and polarization, which is of crucial importance in 
spin control, is not possible with these standard pulse shaping setups, and requires 
additional optical design (see chapter 3.2). In this thesis a type of polarization pulse 
shaping is used where one of the polarization directions of the optical pulse is shaped. 
The resulting complex pulse creates a non-trivial spin polarization in energy space of 
a semiconductor material.
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Shaped fs 
laser pulse
Figure 1.8: Pulse shaping a femtosecond pulse with a spatial light modulator. (1)The spectral 
components are split by a grating; (2) the phase and amplitude are manipulated by a pair 
of liquid crystal displays; (3) the spectral components are recombined resulting in a complex 
pulse determined by the spectral manipulation of both phase and amplitude.
Pulse shaping methods have been applied to investigate excitation processes in 
semiconductors. The enhanced population of resonantly excited states has been 
demonstrated by phase shaping the off-resonant frequencies of the laser pulse [5]. 
In addition, oscillating excited carriers by off-resonant excitation was demonstrated 
by Cundiff group[35]. However, to our knowledge, no experiments on the excitation of 
spin orientation and subsequent spin dynamics has been performed with polarization 
pulse shaping methods.
1.11 Overview of this thesis
In this thesis the optical orientation of spins and induced spin dynamics is studied 
after excitation with non-trivial optical fields. These optical fields are generated by 
either a combination of two orthogonal pulses or a combination of two orthogonal 
pulses where one of these pulses is manipulated by pulse shaping. A separate part of 
the study focuses on the optical detection of electrically injected spin and effects of 
electric fields on the measured signals.
In chapter 2 the optical orientation and magneto-optical detection of spins is de-
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Figure 1.9: The complex pulse generated by polarization pulse shaping excites a non-trivial 
spin distribution in the semiconductor material.
scribed in more detail. The basics of coherent control and polarization pulse shaping 
methods are explained using the Fourier analysis of the helicity. In order to un­
derstand the induced spin orientations and subsequent dynamics the optical Bloch 
equations are introduced, as well as a relation for the expected magneto-optical sig­
nals due to spin polarization.
The development of new experimental optical methods are an important part of 
the research and are described in chapter 3. It contains the pump-probe method, with 
all its modifications concerning two-pulse excitation, pulse shaping, characterization 
of the complex optical pump pulses, and active stabilization and other experimental 
issues. Also, the experimental setup for the optical detection of electrically spins is 
explained in this chapter.
The optical detection of electrically injected spins in a (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs hetero­
structure using the Kerr effect, and the effects of the electric field on the Kerr effect 
are investigated in chapter 4. Temperature dependent measurements of the Kerr 
effect and electro-reflectance shows that the quantitative measurement of the spin 
polarization with the Kerr effect is affected by the Franz-Keldysh effect, neglected in 
most studies on optical detection of spin polarization in spintronic devices.
In chapter 5 the selective optical orientation of hh-exciton, lh-exciton and trion 
spins in CdTe based quantum wells is demonstrated by excitation with two orthogo­
nally polarized pump pulses, based on optical and quantum interference effects. The 
induced spin dynamics measured by the Kerr rotation in a pump-probe configuration 
shows beats caused by coherence between exciton and trion spin populations (Raman 
coherence). The amplitude and phase of these beatings depends strongly on the in­
duced spin densities controlled by the two orthogonally polarized pump pulses. The 
experimental results are compared with a simple theoretical description and show 
good agreement.
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The additional control of relative spin orientation of excitons and trions using pulse 
shaping is shown in chapter 6. Measurements with different optical polarizations for 
exciton and trion resonances show selective control of either hh- and lh-exciton spin 
orientation or hh-exciton and trion spin orientation. The measured Kerr signal could 
be unambiguously contributed to excitons and trions by comparing beating patterns 
due to optical interference, which showed a behavior as expected from theory.
The ability to independently manipulate spins in the spectral and time domain by 
pulse shaping is discussed in chapter 7, with the example of exciton and trion spin 
dynamics excited by a spectrally broad and temporally short pulse, and a spectrally 
narrow long pulse. The ultrafast dynamics during the pulse, not accessible with 
‘normal’ optical pulses, shows quantum beatings of virtual and real states, which 
were analyzed by calculating the spin densities with the optical Bloch equations. 
Additionally, the possibility of spin excitation beyond the Fourier limit is proposed.
16 Introduction
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CH APTER 2
Optical excitation and detection of spin orientation
The optical excitation and detection of spin orientation in semiconductors is the 
main focus of this thesis. The following chapter discusses the interaction of circularly 
polarized light with semiconductors, the ultrafast excitation of spins and the role of the 
Fourier limit, excitation with complex optical pulses, and the detection of the induced 
spin orientation with the help of the magneto-optical Kerr effect. Additionally, the 
optical Bloch equations will be introduced, which will be used to describe the induced 
spin orientation and subsequent dynamics.
2.1 Optical orientation of spin in semiconductors
It is im portant to notice that the laser sources we use for optical orientation of spins 
deliver a superposition of photons. Circularly-polarized photons can be seen as en­
ergy packages, which have energy and intrinsic angular momentum l=1. It is this 
photon property which is used in absorption processes to induce a spin orientation of 
excited carriers. The im portant conditions for optical transitions are energy conser­
vation, (the resonance energy of the transition should match the photon energy), and 
the conservation of angular momentum, (Jl= ± 1  between ground state and excited 
s ta te )[1]. In the materials we used for our experiments, CdTe and GaAs semiconduc­
tors, both conditions are fulfilled at photon energies hw=bandgap energy, as these 
materials have a direct bandgap, where conduction band and valence band are of 
s-type and p-type respectively (see Fig. 2.1)[1]. These semiconductors have similar
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crystal structure and optical properties and therefore can be considered in parallel.
Figure 2.1: Schematic picture of the bandstructure of GaAs
Due to the spin orbit coupling the total angular momentum of the ground state 
and excited state should be considered. The ground state electrons in the valence 
band (p-type) are in principle sixfold degenerate, but due to spin orbit coupling the J 
=  1/2 state (twofold degenerate) is split from the J =  3/2 state (fourfold degenerate). 
The excited electrons in the conduction band (s-type, J =  1 / 2) are twofold degenerate. 
The optical transitions from the ground to the excited state are governed by optical 
selection rules as indicated in Fig. 2.2 [2, 3]. Here the solid arrows represent the 
allowed transitions for circularly polarized light with positive helicity and the dashed 
arrows indicate transitions for circularly polarized transitions with negative helicity. 
The relative oscillator strength off these transitions are given by the number next to 
the arrows. It should be noted that an excitation covering all mentioned transitions 
does not introduce a spin polarization of the excited carriers even when circularly 
polarized light is used. If, however, the light frequency is tuned resonant to the 
bandgap and only the upper four levels are excited, a 50 % spin-polarization of the 
excited electrons can be created optically due to the relative oscillator strenghts. In 
semiconductors like GaAs and CdTe this method can be very effective because of the 
relatively large spin-orbit splitting.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic picture of the bandstructure of GaAs and CdTe at k=0 showing dipole 
allowed transitions between valence band and conduction ban states. The arrows indicate 
transitions for light with positive helicity, while the dashed arrow indicate transitions for 
negative helicity.
The effect of circularly polarized light for different helicities on the excited spin 
orientation of electrons and holes can be visualized in Fig. 2.3. The helicity determines 
the spin orientation of the excited electrons. Simultaneously, the holes are also spin 
polarized in the opposite direction. It should be noted that the resulting total spin 
polarization is therefore zero, as only angular momentum of the photons is transfered 
into the system during absorption.
At low temperatures and reduced dimensions the excited electrons and holes bind 
due to Coulomb interaction and form excitons (hydrogen-like excited states) and also, 
in case of negative doping, negatively charged trions. The exciton consist of a electron 
and a hole, whereas the negatively charged trion consists of two electrons and a hole
[4]. A very nice example of the exciton energy structure can be found in Cu2O, which 
shows hydrogen-like exciton energy levels (1s, 2s, 2p etc) [4]. In this thesis we will 
only consider the 1s excitons and trions, as they are the lowest excited states in our 
quantum well structures. Because of the hole band splitting in quantum wells, the 
hole in the exciton can come either from the heavy hole (hh) band or from the light 
hole (lh) band, forming hh-excitons and lh-excitons.
In the case of exciton and trion excitation, the same optical selection rules apply 
as for bulk material. As a result the electron and the hole of the created exciton will 
have opposite, but well defined spin-orientations. In order to indicate the exciton spin 
orientation, the hole spin is taken as a reference (see inset Fig. 2.5) . The trion spin 
orientation is defined in the same way. The two electrons in the trion have opposite 
spin directions, which implies that the trion has a net spin orientation determined by 
the hole spin orientation [5, 6]. Confinement in structures with reduced dimensions 
like quantum wells and quantum dots, splits the remaining degeneracy in the valence
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(positive helicity) (negative helicity)
Figure 2.3: The spin orientation of electrons and holes in a direct bandgap semiconductor 
for opposite helicities of light.
bands (heavy hole and light hole bands), which opens a possibility to create a 100 % 
spin polariation of the excited carriers.
2.2 Ultrafast excitation of spins and the Fourier limit
For the excitation of spin orientation both circularly polarized cw as well as pulsed 
light sources can be used. Pulsed light/laser sources can induce a fast and intense spin 
excitation. This fast excitation allows for the analysis of electron, hole, exciton, and 
trion spin dynamics processes using a stroboscopic measurement. As modern laser 
sources can easily produce pulses shorter than 100 fs, even extremely fast processes 
like optical coherence can be investigated.
The laser pulses from typical Ti:sapphire laser sources for the study of spin dy­
namics are ‘transform-limited’. This means that both the spectral profile as well as 
the pulse duration have a Gaussian shape (see Fig. 2.4). Depending on the design 
characteristics the pulse duration ranges from 10 femtoseconds to several picoseconds, 
while the spectral width ranges from 100 meV to 1 or 2 meV. The spectral width and 
temporal width can not be chosen arbitrarily, and are restricted by the Fourier limit, 
which is given by the relation (1 .1).
This fundamental property of laser pulses have serious consequences in the field
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Time domain Spectral domain
amplitude and phase
Amplitude X
Phase
1.58 1.59 1.60 1.61 1.62 Photon energy (me V)
Fourier transform
Difficult to manipulate directly Manipulate by pulse shaping
Figure 2.4: An optical pulse in the temporal and spectral domain. The relation between the 
two is given by the (inverse) Fourier transform.
of ultrafast excitation of spin orientation. It states that a spectrally narrow pulse is 
inevitably long in time, or, stated differently that a short pulse has a relatively broad 
spectrum. In many cases this is only a theoretical problem as many scientists would 
consider a picosecond laser pulse fast compared to the phenomena they investigate, 
a similar argument also applies for the spectral broadness of a femtosecond laser 
pulse. However in some cases, the interesting dynamics requires temporal resolution 
in the femtosecond time domain, whereas the energy difference between preferably 
independently studied states are in the meV spectral range. An example is the optical 
interference effects between excited states in semiconductor structures. This situation 
requires either a compromise between temporal and spectral resolution, or an ‘optical 
trick’ to avoid the fundamental restriction stated by the Fourier limit [7].
2.3 Pulse manipulation in the spectral domain
Let us consider a situation where the spectral width of the laser pulse is larger than 
the splitting between excited states (see Fig. 2.5). Such a situation appears while 
exciting our exciton/trion system with a 100 femtosecond laser pulse, for instance. 
Assuming the excitation intensity is low and we are in the linear excitation regime, 
the exciton and trion densities can be estimated by multiplying the spectral com­
ponent with the relevant oscillator strength. The simultaneous excitation of exciton 
and trion states can actually be beneficial for certain studies. The laser pulse ex­
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cites a coherent superposition of exciton and trion states, giving the opportunity to 
investigate coherence effects between these states with for instance pump-probe or 
four-wave-mixing techniques. From the picture it is evident that in order to change 
the relative densities of excitons and trions the spectral components at the resonances 
have to be controlled.
Figure 2.5: The spectral width of a femtosecond pulse (line) is larger than the energy splitting 
between the hh-exciton and trion energy states, for which the energy positions are given by 
arrows. Inset: The spin orientation of electrons and holes in excitons and trion, where the 
hole spin is taken as a reference to define the spin orientation of the exciton and trion.
If we consider spin states we have to control the polarization of the light at the 
exciton and trion resonances. A non-trivial situation of spin orientations can thus be 
achieved by creating a spectral region of positive helicity for one state and of negative 
helicity for the other state. It should be noted that changing the properties of a 
femtosecond laser pulse is difficult in the time domain, but in the spectral domain 
quite elegant optical methods have been developed.
2.4 Pulse shaping approaches
To control the shape of the pulses required to selectively excite exciton and trions 
with the desired spin orientation we used a two-pulse interference scheme, either with 
or without the spectroscopic control of one of the pulses by means of a pulse shaper. If 
the optical phase is conserved in the material the second pulse can interfere with the
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first pulse even if there is a time delay between the pulses. Depending on the phase 
between the two optical pulses either constructive or destructive interference can occur 
for a given transition. The interference effect can be different for different transitions, 
which can be visualized by plotting the Fourier components of the double pulse. As a 
function of the spectrum, interference fringes appear, where the period of the fringes 
depends on the time delay and phase delay between the pump pulses (Fig. 2.6). 
Careful tuning the time delay between pulses will result in constructive interference 
for one state and destructive interference for the other. Such a method changes the 
relative densities of excited carriers but does not induce a spin polarization.
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Figure 2.6: Fourier analysis of a pulse pair used in coherent control experiments, showing 
interference fringes as a function of photon energy. The period of these interference fringes 
is determined by the delay between optical pulses.
If, however, two orthogonally polarized pulses are used, instead of a pulse pair 
with the same orientation, the spin orientation will be changed within the pulse pair 
spectrum. For the analysis of this effect on spin orientation it is important to note 
that a linearly polarized pulse is a superposition of two circularly polarized pulses with 
opposite helicity. The circularly polarized components of the two pulses will interfere 
and produce interference fringes in the spectral domain. For orthogonal pulses the 
interference patterns for opposite helicities are exactly out of phase (see Fig. 2.7).
As a result, the sequence of orthogonal pulses change the spectral components of 
the helicity and thus the direction of the spin orientation in energy space. Tuning the 
time delay between orthogonally polarized pulses induces a non-trivial spin orientation
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of excited states within the pulse spectrum.
Figure 2.7: Fourier analysis of a orthogonally polarized pulse pair used in spin coherent 
control experiments, showing interference fringes of the helicity as a function of photon 
energies (shading). The period of these interference fringes of the helicity is determined 
by the delay between optical pulses. Careful tuning of the delay between pulses allows for 
independent spin control within the optical pulse.
There are pulse shaping techniques, on the other hand, that change the spectral 
components of the laser pulse directly. The most used pulse shaping configuration 
manipulates the amplitude and the relative phase of each spectral component. This 
technique can be used to enhance the excitation probability in non-linear optical 
processes, or change the relative amplitudes of excited densities of closely placed 
states. In order to utilize this technique for spin control, the technique has to be 
adapted to manipulate the helicity of the spectral components of the laser pulse. In 
this work, this was done by using again two orthogonally polarized pulses, where one of 
the pulses was manipulated by a pulse shaper. A phase change induced by the shaper 
of 1/ 2n will create a positive helicity in the superposition of the orthogonal pulses (see 
Fig. 2.8). Applying an oscillating phase pattern with a shaper will mimic the effect of 
a time delay between two pulses in the previously described two-pulse experiments. 
However, such general pulse shaping provides far more freedom in manipulating the 
spectral pattern of the helicity within the pulse. The ability to control not only the 
phase but also the amplitude of the spectral components allows us to investigate the
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spectral and temporal effects of ultrafast spin excitation in the range of the Fourier 
limit.
Figure 2.8: Fourier analysis of an orthogonally polarized pulse pair, where one of the pulses is 
manipulated with a phase step, showing two spectral regions of positive and negative helicity 
as a function of photon energies. Placing the phase step between the spin levels allows for 
independent spin control within the optical pulse.
As mentioned before, a Fourier analysis of the polarization gives the expected spin 
orientation of the excited states after the action of the pulse. The dynamics during 
the optical pulse can be estimated by integrating from minus infinity to a certain time 
within the pulse duration [8].
This approach is possible because we work with excitations in the linear regime; 
the excited spin densities are proportional to the helicity of the spectral components 
present in the optical pulse.
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2.5 Optical Bloch equations
Assuming that our exciton/trion system can be regarded as a collection of 2-level 
systems, we can describe it with the optical Bloch equations used in the description
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of spin dynamics in atom physics [7]. It accounts for various coherent and incoherent 
effects during and after ultrafast optical excitation. These equations are used to 
analyze the induced spin polarizations and subsequent spin dynamics, and allows us 
to  calculate the expected magneto-optical signals. The optical Bloch equations give 
the time evolution of the system in terms of the density matrix elements. In such 
a system of normalized 2-level systems the density matrix elements for exciton and 
trion spin states ƒ„„/ can be written as:
fnn' =  CneiEntC*n, e- iE n  4 (2.2)
where n  denotes the various exciton and trion spin states and the variable (C ) is the 
partial occupation in an arbitrary superposition of the total quantum state (* ) as 
given below:
*  = C n e ^ * ^  (2.3)n
It should be noted that the diagonal matrix elements equal the probability func­
tions while the off-diagonal elements correspond to the evolution of the coherence 
between different states (Raman coherence). The time dependence of the induced 
optical polarizations functions f ng and the exciton and trion distribution/coherence 
functions f nn/ are given by two coupled differential equations:
d—g  — (iE n — iE g +  1/Tng ) f ng — iVng (1 — f gg ) — iVn'gf nn' (2.4)
n'
— iVng fn'g -  iV ^g fng -  (*En -  * K ' +  1/Tnn') fnn' +  I±n' (2.5)
where Vng are the Rabi frequencies for the excited transitions with the applied electric 
field, E ng  are the excited state/ground state energies, Tng is the optical coherence 
time, Tnn are the exciton/trion relaxation times, Tnn' are the Raman coherence times, 
and I nn' incorporate the spin relaxation of the excited states. Only in specific cases 
an analytical expression for the induced spin dynamics and magneto-optical signals 
can be obtained from these equations. In general, a numerical solution is possible by 
taking a Taylor series in the incident field amplitudes of the optical polarization and 
densities. The lowest-order components of f ng and f nn' are
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d f(1)f -  = (iE n -  iE g + 1 /T ng) f ( g
df =  iV ngtig* -  iV : ,g f(g  -  (iEn -  iE «  +  1/T, >^ nn'
iVng (2.6)
'n (2.7)
f (2)fnn' (2.8)
f f  (3)
f -  =  (iEn -  iEg +  1/Tng) fn3g) +  iVng fg g  -  £  iVn'g f ^n'
These equations provide a good starting point for numerical calculations. However, 
it should be noted that they neglect bandgap renormalization processes etc., which 
are included in the semiconductor Bloch equations. These extensions are not included 
in our analysis as these effects are out of the scope of this thesis and because of the 
fact tha t the investigated system can be considered non-interacting in most cases.
2.6 Magneto-optical detection of spin-polarization
The magneto-optical Faraday (or Kerr) rotation in pump-probe experiments is propor­
tional to the difference between the third-order macroscopic polarizations (P (3)+>- ) 
for opposite helicities of light and is given by [9, 10]:
0 <x /  d tE  (t) P (3)+ -  P (3)- (2.9)
where E  is the electric field of the probe laser pulse. An analytical solution or 
numerical calculation on the basis of this equation can only be performed in well 
defined systems with only a limited number of excited spin states (see appendix).
In more complex systems the magneto-optical signal is very difficult to calculate, 
and in most cases an approximation is used [11]:
dn aS M
0 “  ^  W Z T )  (210)
where w is the optical frequency of light, n  is the refractive index of the light, and SM  
is the spin accumulation induced Zeeman splitting. The (spin-polarization induced) 
change in magnetization is proportional to the measured signal. It should be noted 
that the Kerr rotation is related to the optical response [11]. For this reason in 
most studies the magneto-optical signal is measured near the bandgap edge of a 
semiconductor, where the derivative of the refractive index shows a maximum and 
the magneto-optical effects are expected to be relatively high.
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2 .7  A n a ly t ic a l  s o lu t io n  o f  B lo c h  e q u a t i o n s 1
In special situations an analytical solution of the Bloch equations can be found. This 
is the case for two pulse excitation with orthogonally polarized pulses, which can be 
regarded as delta functions. This solution is used in chapter 5 to describe the induced 
spin polarizations and subsequent coherent dynamics, measured with the Kerr effect. 
The macroscopic polarization is the product of the dipole moment operator (d) and 
the elements of the density matrix ( f ng), which can be calculated with the optical 
Bloch equations:
P  ± =  £  d±g fg n ±  (2.11 )n
The third order polarization density (fng) is given by the following differential 
equation:
df
f t  =  “ ng f (3) +  iVng f ( f  -  £  'iVn'g f™ , (2.12)
n'
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the recombination and spin-relaxation 
are both zero. Therefore the dynamics of the polarization density depends on the 
eigen energy of the unperturbed system (a) and the Rabi frequency (V). Now we 
assume that the density functions are constant at the arrival of the probe pulse t pr, 
which will allow us to integrate the differential equation directly:
f ( g  =  t f  d t  [iVng fgg (tpr) -  'iVn' g fnn' (tpr)] (2.13)J —tt
In case of femtosecond excitation and detection the laser pulses can be considered 
as delta functions and as a consequence the integral can be calculated in a simple 
way:
fn a)i+) (¿) =  elans 1 iE 0 \dna fgg (tpr) -  dn,g fnn' {tpr ) (2.14)
This will result in an expression for the magneto-optical signal, taking into account 
that the first term  will not contribute to  the magneto-optical signal as the density of 
the ground state is not spin polarized.
1Theoretical support of V. N. Gridnev is acknowledged
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9 ~  ^ n g d—'g d—gdn'g f nn' (tpr) (2.15)
n,n'
If we now use the following relation for the dipole matrix element
d—'g =  « . ' )  , (2.1«)
we will end up with the expression for the magneto-optical signal
° «  £  [d+g {d+gn,)*  -  d—g (d—n,)*] ^ eiEntpre—iEntpr =  (2.17)
n,n'
|A+|2 - | A —|2
which can be simplified with the substitution (A)
A ±  =  £  d±nCneiEntpr (2.18) 
n
The system under consideration deals with the trion (up,down)(1,2) and exciton 
(up,down)(3,4) spin states which are very close in energy space. The substitutions 
now become:
A+ =  C i dJ+l eiEltpr +  C3 d+3eiE3tpr (2.19)
A -  =  C2d—2eiE2tpr +  C4 d—4eiE4tpr (2.20)
The magneto-optical signal for such a system is therefore given by the relation 
below
9 «  |C1d•eiETT” +  C3r-deiE x^  |2 -  lC2d e iv eiET^  +  C4r-deiv eiE x^  |2 (2.21)
=  |C i |2 |C212 +  r 2 ( |C s |2 |C412)
+ d 2r  { (C1C3 -  C2C4) ei(Ex —Et ^  +  c.c .j
From this expression several conclusions can be made. First, there are contribu­
tions independent on time that correspond to the spin densities in the excited states, 
as expected. These contributions are regarded as incoherent contributions of the
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magneto-optical signal. Additionally there are also coherent contributions, due to the 
coherence between exciton and trion states. These signals oscillate with a beating 
frequency corresponding to the trion and exciton energy splitting. It should be noted 
that this oscillation is only present if the trion and exciton state has the same spin 
orientation and not observable for anti-parallel spin orientations. Of importance is 
the phase difference between the spin densities of trions and excitons.
The magneto-optical signal in pump probe experiments can now be calculated by 
considering the excited spin densities induced by a pair of orthogonally polarized laser 
pump pulses. The total wave function of the excited state in a 3-level system can be 
written as a superposition of trion and exciton states in the following way:
*  (t) =  eiUTt (Ci |T+) +  C2 IT— )) +  eiuxt (C3 |X+) +  C4 |X —)) (2.22)
The parameter C is the relative complex amplitude of the exciton (C3 4) and trion 
(C12) states. In the case of small perturbations the time dependence of C can be 
written in differential form.
ih d C t =  Vig (t) =  ƒ  <T+1 V (t) |g) e^ TtdV  (2.23)
where V(t) is the time dependent Rabi frequency, which can be rewritten in case 
of excitation with two orthogonally polarized pump-pules with time delay t 12 in the 
following way:
V (t) =  dxe (t) e ^ 0t +  dye (t -  t i 2) e^ - ' ^  =  Vx +  Vy (2.24)
A similar transformation can be made with the excitation wave functions for exci­
tons and trions. This will result in a different set of linearly polarized eigenfunctions
|T+) =  ± = (\T x)  +  * |Ty)) (2.25)
IT- )  =  ^ ( |T x > -  * |Ty)) (2.26)
Combining equations (2.24-27) we will end up with the following differential equa­
tion for the complex amplitude of the excited states (with the assumption that we 
have a thin film sample so that the phase of the optical pulse does not vary over 
sample thickness):
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dC Î
m ~d1 = ]  {Txi Vx g  -  i {Ty 1 Vy Ì9) eiUT‘dV
{Tx\ dx \9) 
f 2 e (t) e ilJot — ie (t — t i2) e
-ÌU§ ( t- tl2 ) 0il^T t
(2.27)
(2.28)
Both sides of this expression can be integrated with respect to time (t) and a 
integral for Ci is obtained.
Ci = {Tx\ dx \g) f 2ih dt' e (t') e-iU0t' — ie (t' — t i2) e- iu °(t-tl2)
oi^T t' (2.29)
This integral can be analytically calculated in this special case because the laser 
E-fields are considered (delayed) delta functions. A new constant (a) is introduced 
for simplification of notation:
DO
=  {Tx \ dx \g)
1 V 2 ih
(Xx \ dx \g) in 01\a x  = ----- ^ —  (2.31)V 2ih
The complex amplitudes for exciton and trion spin states become:
C 1 =  aT e (w0 -  wT ) [1 -  ieiUTtl2] (2.32)
C2 =  aT e (w0 -  wT ) [1 +  ieiUTtl2] (2.33)
C3 =  a xe  (wo — w x) [l — ieiWXtl2] (2.34)
C4 =  a xe  (wo -  w x ) [l +  ieiwxtl2] (2.35)
where e is the spectral component of the laser field at the trion and exciton res­
onances. It should be noted that for sufficiently spectrally broad laser pulses this 
spectral component has the same amplitude for both excited transitions. W ith the 
thus obtained complex amplitudes for these spin states, the coherent and incoherent 
contributions in case of 2-pulse excitation can be analyzed in term  of delay time be­
tween pump pulses ( t12). For the incoherent contribution the magneto-optical signal 
is proportional to the difference in spin states for excitons and trions (Eq. 2.22). The 
following expression can be obtained in a straight forward manner:
0i «  \d\2 [e2 ( w q  — w t ) s in w T ti2 +  r 2e2 ( w q  — w x ) s in w x t i 2] (2.36)
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and for the coherent contribution to the magneto-optical signal:
Oc «  re (wo -  wt ) e (wo -  w x  ) 
[(coswt112 -  cosw x112) sin  (wt -  w x ) tpr 
+  (s in w i112 +  s in w x ¿12) cos (wt -  w x) tpr] 
=  re (wo — w t ) e (wo — w x  )
. wx  -  wT , . ,s in -----—----- i 1 2 s in  (w t -  w x ) tpr. wx  +  wT , s in ----- ------ ¿12
+  COs----- ------¿12C0s (wt -  w x  ) tpr
Expression (2.37) and (2.38) will be used in Chapter 5.
(2.37)
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CH APTER 3
Experimental techniques and samples
For our research of the ultrafast optical excitation, and subsequent dynamics of ex- 
citon and trion spin orientation, we used different experimental setups, all based on 
the required pump-probe method. During the years the setup has evolved, from a 
situation where the spin orientation was excited with a single circularly polarized 
pulse, to a two pump configuration enabling coherent control, and finally to a setup 
exploiting two pump pulses, where one of them was manipulated by a pulse shaper, 
allowing polarization shaping of the pump pulse. Although each experimental step 
might seem as a small modification of the setup existing before, in fact every time the 
modifications required a new design of the setup, with different modulation schemes 
and new experimental problems to be solved, as explained below. The detection of 
the induced spin polarization was done by measuring the magneto-optical Kerr ro­
tation. This is also the case for the optical detection of electrically induced static 
spin polarization (end of this chapter). Off course, the injection part of this setup is 
different from the all-optical experiments with a different modulation scheme.
3.1 Time resolved experimental approaches
3.1.1 Pump-probe setup
An all-optical pump probe setup is the basis for all our experimental setups on optical 
excitation and detection of spin orientation and the subsequent dynamics of exciton 
and trion spins in our quantum wells. This type of setup is most used in experiments
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on spin relaxation and magnetization dynamics [1, 2, 3, 4], and is based on the 
measurement of the pump induced changes in a material by a probe pulse, which is 
delayed in time with respect to the pump pulse [Fig. 3.1]. As the pump pulses from 
a Ti:Sapphire laser, such as used in our experiments, have a duration of about 140 fs 
(10 meV FWHM) and a repetition rate of 76 MHz, this stroboscopic method allows 
for measurements with a resolution on the timescale of the pulse duration. The time 
delay between pump and probe pulses is created by introducing an additional beam 
path via a retroreflector mounted on a translation stage [see Fig. 3.2]. The smallest 
step size of this translation stage is 0.001 mm, corresponding to a time delay of only
6.7 femtosecond. The time resolution of the dynamics measurements is therefore given 
by the probe pulse duration (140 fs).
The spin orientation is induced by circularly polarized light, where the helicity 
determines the direction of the spin orientation given by the optical selection rules. To 
increase the signal to noise ratio, the helicity is modulated from positive to negative 
helicity with a frequency of 50 kHz by a photo elastic modulator (PEM), and the 
induced spin orientation is measured at the same frequency with a lock-in amplifier.
We used the magneto-optical Kerr effect to measure the induced spin orientation 
and subsequent spin dynamics. The Kerr rotation is measured with a Wollaston 
prism and a pair of balanced diodes. The difference between the diodes, tha t detect 
the intensities of the orthogonal orientations of the optical polarization, is taken as 
a measure for the induced spin orientation. Because of the fact tha t the probe pulse 
is spectrally broad (10 meV FWHM), the Kerr rotation is proportional to the total 
induced spin orientation. It should be noted that direct spectral analysis of the 
Kerr rotation, by using a monochromator, would reduce the time resolution of the 
experiments.
Effects of optical interference between probe pulse and scattered pump pulse light 
in the direction of the detector (also known as ‘the coherent artifact’), are effectively 
reduced by changing the phase of the probe pulse, with either a vibrating glass plate 
or an oscillating mirror on a piezo-element, in such a way that it averages out the 
interference effect during lock-in measurements.
3.1.2 Pump-pump-probe setup
In order to gain control of the spin orientation in the time as well as the energy space 
we excited the trion-exciton system not with transform-limited pulses directly from 
the pulsed laser system (Gaussian spectral profile and linear phase relation), but with 
complex pulse shapes.
First, we consider a complex pulse shape consisting of an x-polarized and a y- 
polarized pulse, which can be shifted with respect to each other in time, but with 
a specific phase relation between the two. As these pulses have a specific phase 
relation, we can regard these two orthogonally polarized parts as one single complex
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Figure 3.1: Basic idea of pump-probe measurements of induced magnetization dynamics 
or spin dynamics. The intense circularly polarized laser pulse excites the system, and the 
subsequent magnetization/spin dynamics is detected as the Kerr rotation(reflection), or the 
Faraday rotation(transmission) as a function of the time delayed probe pulse.
pulse described by the polarization, amplitude and phase of the spectral components, 
in a similar way as for a simple transform limited pulse.
The creation of such a phase-locked orthogonally polarized pulse pair is conceptu­
ally straightforward, however not trivial to perform experimentally. The experimental 
realization is based on a Mickelson interferometer and can be explained with the help 
of Fig. 3.2. The linearly polarized input pulse from the pulsed laser source is split 
by a 50 percent beam splitter. One of the beams passes a quarter wave plate twice, 
which results in a 90 degree polarization change to obtain an orthogonal polariza­
tion state. The two beams are recombined at the same beam splitter to produce 
a double pulse with a certain phase relation. The phase profile of the two overlap­
ping pulses can be monitored by looking at the spatial profile of the interference 
pattern after transmission through a polarizer at 45 degree angle. The time shift 
between the two orthogonally polarized parts is created by introducing a change in 
the beam path length by a translation stage with a step width of 0.1 micrometers 
(corresponding to 0.67‘fs). As mentioned before, the phase between the orthogonally 
parts should be precisely controlled. Given the central wavelength of the used light 
of about 770 nm, this means control of the delay within a fraction of this wavelength 
(< 20 nm). Moreover, this phase delay should be reproducible and stable during 
measurements. The translation stage alone clearly does not provide such control. 
Therefore a piezo-element was added to provide control on the nanometer stale.
3.1.3 Phase modulation
In order to implement a mode-locking technique, an ac-signal (2.8 kHz and amplitude 
of about A/4 ) was applied to the piezo-element, and the MOKE signal is measured 
at the same frequency to reduce noise from random laser and phase fluctuations. To 
explain such a modulation scheme, we have to consider the induced spin polarization
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup used in Coherent Control experiments. The pump part of 
the pump probe setup was adapted with a Michelson interferometer to produce a pump pulse 
pair, resulting in a ‘pump-pump-probe’ experimental configuration.
N  |  — N  I as a function of ac phase modulation Su. From the previous chapter we 
know that the spin polarization is proportional to the helicity of light:
N  |  —N  | a  |E +|2 — |E - |2 (3.1)
The E-field used in the experiment is a combination of orthogonal polarization 
components from both pump pulses. W ith the ac-modulation applied the total E- 
field is given by
E  =  ex E i +  ey E 2 einsin( ^ ) /2 (3.2)
This can be rewritten in terms of circularly polarized fields of opposite helicity
E+  =  e+ E 1 — ie+E 2 (3.3) 
E -  =  e- E i +  ie- E 2 etnstn(5“t)/2 (3.4)
Assuming that the amplitudes of the orthogonal polarization components are 
equal, the spin polarization as a function of phase modulation is given by:
N  Î — N  jrc |E 1,212 sin  (nsin  (S u t)f  2) (3.5)
The induced spin polarization oscillates with the same frequency as the applied 
ac-phase modulation, allowing for a mode-locking technique, where the MOKE signal
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is measured with the same frequency as the ac-phase modulation. On the other 
hand, the total excited density N does not depend on the applied ac-field and is there 
constant (C), because the orthogonal optical polarizations do not interfere directly.
N  « E l 2 +  |E y |2 =  C (3.6)
Therefore, this type of modulation is especially suitable for sensitive detection 
of laser induced spin-polarization. The modulation scheme is used in the two-pulse 
experiments as well as in the pulse shaping experiments.
3.1.4 Active stabilization of pump-pump delay
During experiments unwanted phase drift between pump pulses can be observed in 
the measurements. This is either (thermal) drift in the piezo-element or mechanical 
drift in other optical components, which could not be sufficiently suppressed. In 
order to deal with this problem, we decided to actively stabilize the phase delay 
between the orthogonally polarized pulses. The phase relation between parts can in 
principle be measured by looking at the interference pattern of the two components, 
and therefore this signal can be used as a feedback signal. But, because we work with 
non-overlapping pulses, optical interference is not always easily obtainable. Therefore 
a cw HeNe-laser was used parallel to the beam path of the pulses. The measured 
interference signal was utilized as a feedback signal to compensate for the drift during 
measurements.
3.2 Pulse shaping
Experiments with two phase-locked orthogonally polarized pump pulses are useful to 
investigate optical coherences in materials and to control spin orientations by mech­
anisms based on optical and quantum interference. However, the control of the spin 
orientation of multiple levels and the control of the relative amplitudes of these spin 
levels are difficult to perform, due to the limited freedom in the spectral control of 
the polarization, amplitude and phase of the combined action of these cross-polarized 
laser pulses.
In order to be able to create more freedom with complex pulse shapes, a pulse 
shaper was added to our setup to spectrally and temporally change one of the orthog­
onally polarized parts of the pump pulse. It should be noted that our setup does not 
allow for independent manipulation of the polarization, amplitude, and phase. Such 
control could be obtainable by two pulse shapers in series or the combination of two 
independently shaped orthogonally polarized pulses [5, 6]. These options would dras­
tically increase the complexity of the experimental setup and pulse characterization, 
without given major advantages for our research objectives. Therefore, we did not 
implement these ideas in our pump-probe setup.
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Liquid crystal cells
Shaped pulse Input pulse
Figure 3.3: Pulse shaper in a folded 4f configuration
Pulse shaping is a technique, which modifies a pulse in the spectral domain by ad­
justing amplitude and phase of the spectral components of the initial broad spectrum 
input pulse. The basic idea of pulse shaping is visualized in Fig. 3.3. The spectrally 
broad pulse from our laser source (10 meV) is split in its spectral components by a 
grating (1200 ln/m m ). These spectral components are focused by a cylindrical mirror 
(f=300 mm) on a pair of liquid crystal (LC) arrays (2*312 pixels) placed exactly in 
the Fourier plane. The arrays are oriented in such a way that their optical axis is 
rotated plus and minus 45 degrees with respect to the polarization of the incoming 
beam. As a result, these arrays can rotate the polarization by changing the phase 
along the optical axis of the LC pixels. Because of the double array design, the rota­
tion of the polarization and the phase of each spectral component can be controlled 
independently. After manipulation of the individual spectral components the pulse is 
reconstructed by a cylindrical mirror and a diffraction grating. The resolution of the 
pulse shaper is determined by the pulse diameter, the gratings and the resolution of 
the array (pixel width is 100 micrometers) and is about 0.5 meV in our setup.
In most configurations the rotation of the polarization is used to adjust the spec­
tral amplitude and phase manipulation by adding a polarizer after the pulse shaper, 
aligned with the polarization of the incoming beam. A standard pulse shaping setup 
can thus control either polarization and phase, or amplitude and phase of the spectral 
components. In our experimental configuration, spectral control of both polarization 
and amplitude is achieved by optical interference of the shaped pulse and an unshaped 
pulse with orthogonal polarization [For examples see Fig. 3.4.].
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Figure 3.4: Calculated examples of polarization shaped pulses
3.2.1 Polarization shaping
The implementation of the pulse shaper in our pump-pump probe setup, requires 
some alterations with respect to the earlier described setup [Fig. 3.3]. The basis of the 
pump section will be a Mach-Zehnder type of interferometer instead of a Michelson, 
because light will pass the pulse shaper only once. Therefore, we also use a half-wave 
plate to rotate the polarization 90 degrees after pulse shaping. It should be noted 
that this type of interferometer is larger than the Michelson used before, giving rise 
to increased fluctuations of the phase due to thermal drift, air turbulence etcetera. 
Another difference is the losses in the pulse shaper due to the gratings, which have 
to be compensated by placing filters in the other, orthogonally polarized, part of the 
pump to obtain equal contributions to the total pump intensity.
3.2.2 Pulse analysis and phase retrieval
In the experiments the laser pulse duration and spectrum were measured with an 
auto-correlator and a spectrometer. After the pulse shaper, the output pulse is fully 
determined by the manipulation of the phase and amplitude of the spectral compo-
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Figure 3.5: Schematic picture of pump part of the pump-probe setup. The unshaped pulse 
is shifted in time with respect to the shaped pulse by a delay stage. Modulation of the 
phase allows for a lock-in measurement of laser-induced spin densities. The random phase 
is measured by taking the spectral interference between the shaped and the unshaped pulse 
(reference), which also enables us to do a direct pulse analysis of both the amplitude and 
phase of the shaped laser pulse. The induced spin dynamics is measured by delaying the 
probe pulse with respect of the pump pulse.
nents, and can in principle be calculated from these parameters. However, to avoid 
possible errors in the alignment of the pulse shaper, the complex pump pulse was 
spectrally analyzed [see Fig. 3.5]. This procedure can be performed with relative 
ease, because the interferometric configuration produces two totally equivalent pulses 
at the recombining beam splitter. One is used to pump the material and the second is 
used for analysis. The spectral properties due to amplitude shaping could be obtained 
by simply measuring the spectrum of the shaped pulse, while the phase information 
for each spectral component could be retrieved from the spectral interference of the 
two orthogonally polarized pulses after transmission through a polarizer at 45 degree 
angle.
This information can in principle be used as feedback signals to stabilize the inter-
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ferometer, similar to the stabilization with the reference HeNe-laser. The relatively 
large dimensions of the interferometer makes active stabilization difficult, because of 
increased fluctuations of the phase. Therefore, we have chosen a different approach, 
where the pump induced signal is measured for a collection of phases between pump 
pulse parts, with ‘live’ phase measurement during the measurement, and phase re­
trieval after the measurement. To this aim, we applied a random dc-voltage to the 
piezo-element during pump-probe measurements, resulting in a range of data points 
for each probe delay. The collection of data points as a function of probe delay, can 
be analyzed by looking at the envelope of the data point ensemble. For phase sen­
sitive measurements of the induced spin dynamics, the phase between pump pulse 
parts has to be retrieved. The ability to  do ‘live’ measurements of the phase between 
pump pulses with detection of the spectral interference, allows us to select data points 
with the same phase from the ensemble of data points. This experimental procedure 
will give the phase sensitive information of the induced spin dynamics, where the 
obtained phase resolution depends on the number of measured data points, and not 
on the phase stability of the system.
3 .3  Q u a n t u m  w e ll m o d e l  s y s t e m 1
For our studies we used two CdTe-based multiple quantum wells. Due to confinement 
the valence bands are spit into a spin orbit split-off band (SO) a light hole band (lh) 
and a heavy hole band (lh). The confinement also increases the Coulomb interaction 
between holes and electrons, which enhances the bonding energy for excitons, con­
sisting of an electron/hole pair. Free electrons present in the quantum well, due to 
the residual negative doping, form trions, consisting of two electrons and one hole. 
As a result of splitting and confinement we end up with three relevant excited states 
namely: The hh-exciton consisting of a heavy hole and an electron in the conduction 
band; The lh-exciton consisting of a light hole and an electron in the conduction band; 
and a trion consisting of a hole from the heavy hole band and two electrons in the 
conduction band. (In principle a trion consisting of a hole from the light hole band 
and two electrons is possible, but because of its low oscillator strength this level is 
not considered.)
The studied samples (MQW1, MQW2) are CdTe/Cdo.7sMgo.22Te multiple quan­
tum  well (MQW) structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy on (100)-oriented GaAs 
substrate. The MQWs contain five 20 nm thick CdTe quantum wells, separated by 
110 nm thick barriers. The samples are nominally undoped. The low concentration of 
resident electrons n e =  1.3 x 1010 cm -2  in the wells is due to residual n-type doping 
of barriers (MQW1). Photoluminescence and reflectivity spectra reveal hh-exciton 
and trion transitions at the energies hwhh=1.600 eV and hwT =1.598 eV, respectively
1 Grown by G. Karczewski
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Figure 3.6: Schematic picture of the quantum well samples.
Figure 3.7: The light-hole (lh) exciton, the heavy hole (hh) and trion levels in our CdTe-based 
multiple quantum well structure.
[Fig. 3.8 ] [7]. The lh-exciton transition is shifted 15 meV to higher energies from the 
hh-exciton (huih=1.615 eV). Additionally, we used a second sample (MQW2) with 
higher residual doping levels [chapter 5, Fig. 5.3], with very similar optical properties 
and a slightly different trion/exciton relative oscillator strength.
Because the lowest excited states are constructed of several particles with indi­
vidual spin orientation, it is necessary to define a spin orientation of the particle as 
a whole. As all relevant states incorporate only one hole it is reasonable to take the 
spin orientation of the hole to define the spin orientation of the excitons and trions.
The high quality of the sample was demonstrated by photoluminescence and re­
flectance studies and showed nicely separated exciton and trion states. This and 
the fact tha t both hh-/lh-exciton splitting and hh-exciton/trion splitting are within 
the spectral width of the optical pulse from our laser system make these quantum 
wells ideal model systems for the study of ultrafast and spectrally resolved control of 
spin orientation, and the analysis of the spin dynamics at ultrafast time scales, using
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complex laser pulses.
Figure 3.S: Optical properties of the exciton (X) and trion (T) states. The photoluminescence 
intensities of the hh-exciton and trion states (a) at 1.9 K [7]. The reflectivity (b) shows the 
position of the exciton and trion transitions, and an indication of the relative oscillator 
strengths.
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3.4 Optical detection of electrically injected spins
3 .4 .1  S p in  in je c t io n  s t r u c t u r e 2
The structure for the optical investigation of electrically injected spins consisted of a 
paramagnetic (Zn,Be,Mn)Se spin-aligner on a conducting GaAs layer in an applied 
magnetic field [see Fig. 3.9]. This field will Zeeman-split the conduction band levels 
in (Zn,Be,Mn)Se leading to, in principle 100 %, spin polarized injection current from 
the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se electrode into GaAs. The structure was based on a highly n-doped 
GaAs substrate onto which an n-type GaAs layer with a doping of n= 4x1016cm-3 
and a thickness of 400 nm was deposited by molecular beam epitaxy.
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Figure 3.9: (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs spin injection structure
After deposition, the sample was transferred into a second growth chamber without 
breaking the UHV conditions. In this chamber a 100 nm Zno:89Beo:o6Mno:o5Se layer 
was deposited which was also n-doped (approximately n =  4x1018cm-3 ). In order 
to achieve a good ohmic top contact another 30 nm thick ZnSe layer with an n-type 
doping of n =  2x1019cm-3 was deposited as a top layer. Again without breaking 
the UHV, the sample was transferred to a metalization chamber in which a metal 
layer of Al, Ti, and Au was deposited by e-beam evaporation with layer thicknesses 
of 10 nm, 10 nm, and 30 nm, respectively. On top of this metal layer a rectangular 
frame-like contact of 10 nm Ti and 250 nm Au was fabricated by optical lithography 
and lift-off. Subsequently, the Au and Ti inside the frame were removed by dry 
etching, leaving a transparent, but conducting window for the MOKE measurements. 
The layer sequence in the structure is practically the same as that was used for spin 
injection into a light emitting diode in [8]. It was used again in the present experiment 
because it typically yields a spin polarization of the injected current of up to 90 %.
2 Grown by P. Grabs
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Figure 3.10: The I/V  curve of the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs hetero-structure
The I/V-curve of the hetero-structure, shows a diode-like characteristic [see Fig. 
3.10]. This diode-like behavior is due to band bending at the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs 
interface, where electrons are depleted from the GaAs. The other interfaces are Ohmic 
contacts due to the high doping of the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se-layer and the GaAs substrate. 
The depletion layer is the origin of the build-in electric field present in the 400 nm 
thick GaAs layer.
3.4.2 Experimental setup for magneto-optical detection of spins
For these measurements we used a laser polarimeter schematically shown in Fig. 
3.11. The light, from a laser diode (CW, central wavelength=810 nm, spectral 
w idth=5nm (FWHM)), was incident normal to the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se layer. After trans­
mission through this spin injector the light was reflected from the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs 
interface. In this experiment, light with a wavelength of 810 nm was chosen, because 
(Zn,Be,Mn)Se is transparent at this wavelength. Moreover, the photon energy at this 
wavelength is close to the exciton energy in GaAs (1.51 eV (4K)) and all magneto­
optical effects in this semiconductor are resonantly enhanced [9, 10].
The sample was placed in a static magnetic field directed along the growth di­
rection of the sample aligning the spins in the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se in the direction of the 
magnetic field. Rectangular current pulses with a repetition frequency of 420 Hz were 
sent through the structure and the rotation of the polarization of the reflected light 
was detected at the same frequency.
The total intensity of the reflected light can be measured with the same setup 
by adding the two contributions of the balanced diodes. This allows us to measure 
electric field induced changes in the optical properties during the magneto-optical
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Figure 3.11: Magneto-optical detection of spin-polarization. The Kerr rotation reflected from 
the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs interface was measured with balanced diodes at normal incidence 
as a function of the applied current and magnetic field. The change in reflection is mea­
sured by taking the total signal of both diodes, instead of the difference in magneto-optical 
experiments.
measurements.
Temperature dependence measurements were possible using a helium cooled cryo­
stat with an optical window. W ith such a cryostat temperatures from 10 K up to 
room tem perature are accessible.
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CH APTER 4
Optical detection of electrically injected spin polarization in 
the presence of strong electric fields1
Probing the spin injection efficiency at the interface between a polarizing electrode 
and a semiconductor is of crucial importance for the development of spintronic de­
vices. Magneto-optical techniques have proven to be sensitive probes to measure 
spin-polarization in semiconductor materials. Using a magneto-optical Kerr rotation 
setup to  measure electrical spin-injection from (Zn,Be,Mn)Se into bulk GaAs, we 
demonstrate that the strong electric fields at the electrode/semiconductor interface 
have a strong impact on the observed Kerr signal and may even lead to a breakdown 
of the direct correlation between Kerr rotation and the (sign of) spin polarization. 
Using spectral analysis of the optical and magneto-optical signals we show that these 
observations can be explained by the Franz-Keldysh effect in our hetero-structure, 
demonstrating that this effect can have a significant contribution to the measured 
magneto-optical signal, and has to be taken into account in the analysis.
4.1 Introduction
The study of spin-dependent properties of semiconductors has become one of the 
hottest topics in physics due to their importance for the newly developing area of
1Adapted from J. H. Versluis, A. V. Kimel, A. Kirilyuk, P. Grabs, F. Lehmann, G. Schmidt, L. 
W. Molenkamp, and T. Rasing, Electric-field induced modulation of the magneto-optical Kerr effect 
in a (Zn,Be,M n)Se/GaAs spintronic device, Physical Review B, vol. 80, no. 19, p. 193303, 2009.
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semiconductor ‘spintronics’ [1, 2]. The main idea of ‘spintronics’ is to use the fact 
tha t electrons have not only a charge but also a spin, yielding an additional degree of 
freedom for electronic devices. The realization of semiconductor spintronic devices, 
however, requires efficient electrical spin injection into a semiconductor, a task which 
is far from trivial and subject to intense research [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Besides, to 
control and switch the magnetization using spin-polarized currents [11 , 12], the spin 
accumulation at electrode/magnetic-layer interfaces is a crucial parameter [13], which 
however is hard to access experimentally.
Recently it has been shown that magneto-optical detection can be used to measure 
the spin-accumulation and spin-transport in lateral structures. These results are 
consistent with electrical measurements on the same samples and provide important 
insights in the spatial distribution of spin accumulation [14, 15]. However, close to 
the electrical contacts unexpected behavior of the spin accumulation were observed. 
It was realized tha t strong electric fields are present due to band bending, which in 
principle can affect the spectral properties of magneto-optical signals due to spin- 
injection, and may even lead to a wrong interpretation of sign of the spin injection. 
However, the used lateral structures did not allow for a proper analysis of these electric 
field induced effects.
Here we demonstrate the electrical spin injection from a magnetized (Zn,Be,Mn)Se 
spin aligner in a GaAs semiconductor as detected by the Kerr rotation. This vertical 
structure allows to obtain information about the current induced spin-accumulation 
at the buried injector/semiconductor interface in the presence of a well defined electric 
field. Interestingly, as a function of spin-polarized injection current non-linearities in 
the Kerr rotation are observed, which cannot be explained by the present theoretical 
model. In order to investigate these non-linearities further, we performed spectral 
analysis of the optical and magneto-optical properties. This spectral analysis indicates 
that the changes in the optical and magneto-optical signals are induced by the electric 
field in the structure, and can be described by the Franz-Keldysh effect. A comparison 
between the spectral properties of the optical effects and the Kerr rotation reveals a 
straightforward relation between the two. This experimental observation is in good 
agreement with theory. As a consequence, the Kerr rotation does show a non-linear 
dependence with respect to the induced spin accumulation in the presence of a strong 
electric field. This non-linearity strongly depends on laser/bandedge detuning. As a 
striking example, we demonstrate that even sign changes of the Kerr rotation can be 
induced by the strong electric field modulation near the contacts, which should not 
be misinterpreted as sign changes in the spin accumulation.
4.2 Experimental methodology
We used a (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs heterostructure to investigate the magneto-optical 
Kerr effect (MOKE) as a tool for the study of electrical spin injection in vertical spin-
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injection hetero-structures, and studied the effects of the strong electric field at the 
interface on the magneto-optical signal. MOKE gives the rotation of the polarization 
of light upon reflection from a magnetized sample and can be presented as
dn 5M  . tvt i \ /,
,e  k  d u  K - i )  k  (n  t —n  i)  (4-1j
where n is the refraction index of the sample material; u  is the optical frequency of 
light and 5M  is the spin accumulation induced Zeeman splitting. Normally for dia- 
and paramagnetic materials the magnetization of the medium is created by an external 
magnetic field. However, in the presence of spin injection, the net magnetization can 
be created by a non-equilibrium spin polarization (N T —N  j)  as well. Therefore, 
the magneto-optical Kerr effect can in principle be a sensitive probe of the artificially 
introduced spin polarization in solids in general, and in semiconductors in particular.
However, it should be noted that the Kerr rotation is related to the optical proper­
ties [17]. For this reason in most studies the magneto-optical signal is measured near 
the bandgap edge of a semiconductor, where the derivative of the refractive index 
shows a maximum and the magneto-optical effects are expected to be relatively high. 
On the other hand, if the optical properties of the semiconductor change during the 
electrical spin injection, the magneto-optical detection of spin-polarization becomes 
problematic, because of the interfering optical and spin induced contributions to the 
magneto-optical signal. To decompose these contributions, we measured both the 
magneto-optical as well as the optical (spectral) properties during the spin injection 
process.
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Figure 4.1: (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs spin injection structure
The structure under investigation consisted of a paramagnetic (Zn,Be,Mn)Se spin- 
aligner on a conducting GaAs layer. During the experiment an applied magnetic field 
was applied to the structure. This magnetic field will Zeeman-split the conduction 
band levels in (Zn,Be,Mn)Se leading to, in principle 100 % , spin polarized injection 
current from the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se electrode into GaAs [see Fig. 4.1]. Direct magnetic
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field induce spin polarization in GaAs is expected to be negligible due to the relatively 
small Zeeman-splitting. Details of the spin-injection structure and deposition method 
can be found in chapter 3. The layer sequence in this structure is virtually the same as 
that was used for spin injection into a light emitting diode in [5]. It was used again in 
the present experiment because the spin-LEDs typically show a spin polarization of the 
injected current of up to 90 %. The I/V-curve of the hetero-structure, plotted in Fig.
4.2 shows a diode-like characteristic. This diode-like behavior is due to band bending 
at the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs interface, where electrons are depleted from the GaAs. 
The other interfaces are Ohmic contacts due to the high doping of the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se- 
layer and the GaAs substrate. This depletion layer is the origin of the build-in electric 
field present in the 400 nm thick GaAs layer.
Figure 4.2: The I/V  curve of the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs hetero-structure
For the MOKE measurement we used an ultra sensitive laser polarimeter. The 
light was incident from the side of the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se electrode. After transmission 
through this spin injector the light was reflected from the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs inter­
face. For the excitation a wavelength of 810 nm was chosen, because (Zn,Be,Mn)Se 
is transparent at this wavelength, whereas the absorption in GaAs is quite large, 
yielding a maximum reflection at the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs interface. Moreover, the 
photon energy at this wavelength is close to the exciton resonance in GaAs and all 
magneto-optical effects in this semiconductor are resonantly enhanced. The sample 
was placed in a static magnetic field of 0.3 T directed along the growth direction of the 
sample aligning the spins in the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se in the direction of the magnetic field. 
Rectangular current pulses with a repetition frequency of 420 Hz were sent through
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the structure and the rotation of the polarization of the reflected light was detected 
at the same frequency. The same setup can be used to measure the electro-reflectance 
of the hetero-structure by measuring the intensity of the reflected signal. The sample 
was placed in an optical cryostat to allow tem perature dependent measurements from 
10 K up to room temperature.
4.3 Results and discussion
Figure 4.3 shows the Kerr rotation as a function of applied magnetic field for reverse 
bias at a current of about 3 mA. The observed linear dependence of the signal origi­
nates from the paramagnetic property of the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se spin injector, which is far 
from its saturation magnetization at these magnetic field strengths.
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Figure 4.3: Kerr rotation as a function of applied magnetic field (inset shows a schematic 
picture of experimental configuration)
Figure 4.4 shows the Kerr rotation as a function of current with a 0.3 T mag­
netic field applied. The experiments performed for reverse bias, where spin-polarized 
electrons are injected from the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se-layer into the GaAs-layer, result in a 
spin-accumulation in the GaAs layer. On the other hand no Kerr rotation is measured 
when the current is applied in the positive bias region.
This can be understood by considering the direction of spin polarized electrons. 
At reverse bias spin polarized electrons are injected from the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se spin 
aligner into the GaAs layer, as expected. At positive bias, electrons are injected
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Figure 4.4: Kerr rotation as a function of current (B-field 0.3 T)
from the GaAs into the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se layer, with no significant change in net spin 
polarization. These measurements are thus a clear indication that the Kerr rotation is 
indeed sensitive to the induced spin polarization at the (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs interface. 
However, the strong non-linear dependence of the Kerr rotation at reversed bias was 
not expected, as the amount of spin-polarization was supposed to be proportional to 
the number of spin-polarized electrons, i.e. the spin polarized current through the 
spin aligner. So, what is the origin of this strong non-linearity in Kerr rotation?
In order to understand the origin of such a non-linearity we have studied the 
tem perature dependence of the MOKE signal for different voltages applied to the 
structure. Note that the band gap of GaAs is tem perature dependent [see Fig. 4.5] 
and the sensitivity of MOKE to electrically injected spins is a function of the detuning 
between the photon energy of the probing light Uu and the bandgap Uu0 [16]. There­
fore, in Fig. 4.6(a) instead of the Kerr rotation as a function of tem perature we plot it 
as a function of detuning u  — u 0. It is seen that the Kerr rotation changes periodically 
with increasing detuning. Moreover, if the voltage applied to the heterostructure is 
changed, this dependence changes.
It should be noted, tha t a strong electric field is present inside the hetero-structure, 
at the spin injector/semiconductor interface, probably due to interdiffusion and band 
bending [18]. During spin injection this electric field at the interface is changed. 
Assuming that the voltage drop is located in the 400 nm GaAs layer, an applied 
voltage of 150 mV would correspond to electric field change of about 1.25x105 V/m. 
It can be shown that such a electric field change alters the bandstructure of the
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Figure 4.5: The detuning (arrows) of the tem perature dependent bandgap edge (solid line) 
with respect to  the laser wavelength (dotted line).
semiconductor material, and thus the optical properties. This effect is known as the 
Franz-Keldysh effect and is most prominent near the bandgap edge [19, 20, 21]. The 
Franz-Keldysh effect predicts an increased absorption below the bandgap energy and 
oscillations in the optical properties just above the bandgap energy. The changes to 
the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function as a function of laser/bandgap 
detuning are plotted in Fig. 4.7.
In order to reveal these electric field induced changes we have measured the 
electric-field induced reflection AR from the structure as a function of temperature 
[see Fig. 4.6(b)]. AR is defined as the refection for nonzero V minus the reflection at 
V=0. Similarly to Fig. 4.6(a) the data are plotted as a function of detuning u  — u 0. 
It is seen that the reflection A R /R  also shows periodic behavior as a function of the 
detuning. This period is voltage dependent and the amplitude increases with increas­
ing voltage. A clear electro-optic signal is thus observed, which is strongly dependent 
on the applied voltage. This period is voltage dependent and the amplitude increases 
with increasing voltage. These observed spectral features of the electro reflectance are 
in full qualitative agreement with the theory of the Franz-Keldysh effect [Fig. 4.7].
Interestingly, if the derivative of the electro-reflectance is taken with respect to the 
detuning, as indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 4.6(a), a near perfect fit is obtained 
to the Kerr data. From this comparison it becomes clear that the observed spectral 
dependencies of the Kerr rotation and the electro reflectance have the same physical 
origin, namely the Franz-Keldysh effect.
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Figure 4.6: Spectral analysis of the (a) Kerr rotation (dots) and derivative of the electro 
reflectance signal (line), and (b) the electro-reflectance signal observed in GaAs for different 
applied voltages as a function of bandgap edge detuning.
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Figure 4.7: Calculations of the electric field induced changes in the complex dielectric func­
tion as a function of bandgap edge detuning.
This experimentally observed relation between magneto-optical signals and the 
derivative of the change in reflectance AR can be derived from Eq. 4.1. In case of 
GaAs the real part of the refractive index is substantially larger than the imaginary 
part and the differential reflection can be written in terms of the refractive index, 
assuming small changes in the optical properties:
2AR « -------- A n V (4.2)n0 +  1
where n 0 is the refractive index of GaAs and A nV is the electric field induced change 
in the refractive index. From this relation we find that the derivative of the differen­
tial reflection is proportional to the derivative of the refractive index, assuming the 
changes of the dielectric function due to the Franz-Keldysh effect are large compared 
to the spectral derivatives of the optical properties in this region:
AR d A n V dnV
d J  “  ¿ 7  (4-3)
Comparison between the experimental observed electro-optical and magneto-optical 
properties shows tha t this assumption is valid. From Eqs. 4.1 and 4.3 follows that 
0 a  . Therefore, we conclude that the observed spectral dependence of the Kerr 
rotation is a direct consequence of the Franz-Keldysh effect due to the strong electric 
field at the interface.
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The observed electric field induced changes in the magneto-optical signal has im­
portant implications for the measurement of spin-polarization using MOKE in the 
vicinity of injector and detector contacts, where the electric fields are most promi­
nent. Above the bandgap edge, the spectral dependence of the polar Kerr rotation is 
altered by the electric field at the injector/semiconductor interface. Not only are the 
amplitudes of the Franz-Keldysh oscillations proportional to the field, making abso­
lute measurements of the spin-polarization more difficult, but the spectral oscillations 
also shift as a function of electric field, resulting in non-linear responses of the Kerr 
rotation with respect to the applied spin-polarized current. This effect even makes 
qualitative measurements (like the sign) of of the spin-polarization near the injector 
and detector contacts using MOKE a difficult task.
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Figure 4.8: Kerr rotation as a function of applied voltage for 120 K and 150 K (different 
bandgap edge detuning).
As an example, a measurement of the Kerr rotation at 120 K and 150 K is shown in 
Fig. 4.8. The non-linearity in the MOKE signal depends on temperature, as differences 
in tem perature correspond to different laser/bandgap detuning [see Fig. 4.4]. The 
observed change of the Kerr rotation is a direct consequence of the electric field 
induced changes in the optical properties and it is clear that these are different from 
that in Fig. 4.3. It should be noted that the actual tem perature dependence of the 
induced spin accumulation in the GaAs layer [5] is difficult to retrieve due to the 
combined effect of the bandgap shift and the Franz-Keldysh effect.
In order to retrieve the actual spin-accumulation from the measured Kerr rotation, 
a full spectral analysis of the complex refractive index and the changes due to the 
Franz-Keldysh effect are required. These optical properties are accessible with known 
experimental techniques, thus retrieval of spin-accumulation is possible, however, it 
is a time consuming and complex procedure. It should be noted that the relations
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between optical properties and magneto-optical effects given in this paper are approx­
imations aiming to provide a qualitative understanding of the observed effect, and the 
usefulness of these relations in a quantitative analysis is limited.
4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the magneto-optical Kerr effect from (Zn,Be,Mn)Se/GaAs heterostruc­
ture under the condition of spin injection from (Zn,Be,Mn)Se into GaAs has been 
investigated. The method appears to be very sensitive to electrically injected spin 
polarization. However, even a qualitative analysis of the magneto-optical measure­
ments of the electrically injected spins in these structures is seriously hampered by 
electric-field induced changes of the optical and magneto-optical properties. Although 
voltages applied to  the heterostructure are relatively small, most of the voltage drops 
over the 400 nm GaAs layer with the minimum conductivity. This result in an 
electric-field induced modulation of the optical properties of this layer due to the 
Franz-Keldysh effect. Taking such an electric-field induced Kerr effect into account 
appears to be crucial for the interpretation of the results of magneto-optical detection 
of spin-injection. In particular, it is shown that changing the tem perature one may 
reverse the sign of the Kerr effect, while the sign of the spin-injection is not changed.
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CH APTER 5
Coherent control of exciton and trion spins1
In this chapter we demonstrate that two non-overlapping linearly cross-polarized fem­
tosecond laser pulses can control the relative spin polarization of excitons and trions in 
a three level system. Simultaneous excitation of a coherent superposition of spin states 
triggers beatings in the measured magneto-optical Kerr effect, strongly dependent on 
the relative amplitudes of exciton and trion spin states. An analytical expression for 
these beatings is obtained based on the optical Bloch equations. The experimental 
results are in a good agreement with the theoretical predictions and demonstrate 
the control of relative spin orientation, and the control of beatings due to Raman 
coherence between exciton and trion spin states by attosecond phase manipulation.
5.1 Introduction
Optical orientation is one of the main approaches for the manipulation of spins 
for solid-state quantum computing and semiconductor spintronics [1, 2]. The phe­
nomenon of optical orientation is based on the absorption of circularly polarized 
photons and angular momentum transfer from the photons to electrons. Due to the 
conservation of angular momentum and spin-orbit interaction, such an excitation re­
sults in an effective generation of a nonequilibrium spin polarization [3]. Over the
-'-Adapted from J. H. Versluis, A. V. Kimel, V. N. Gridnev, D. R. Yakovlev, G. Karczewski, T. 
Wojtowicz, J. Kossut, A. Kirilyuk, and T. Rasing, Coherence-mediated laser control of exciton and 
trion spins in CdTe/CdM gTe quantum  wells studied by the magneto-optical Kerr effect,” Journal of 
Physics: Condensed M atter, vol. 22, no. 11, p. 115801, 2010.
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last 20 years the spin dynamics following the optical orientation has been intensively 
studied and is quite well understood [4]. However, on the time scale of optical deco­
herence (from 20 fs in metals up to 2 ps in semiconductors) the understanding of spin 
dynamics has evolved much less since such studies are complicated by the effects of 
optical coherence and quantum interference [5].
On such ultrashort time scale even two temporally non-overlapping linearly cross­
polarized pulses, which individually do not carry any angular momentum, can still 
effectively generate a spin polarization in the excited state [6, 7]. This becomes 
possible due to effects of optical coherence, when a coherent superposition of the 
optical polarizations induced by these two pulses stimulates the required angular 
momentum transfer within the electronic system [8]. The process can be understood 
by considering the helicity components of the linearly polarized optical pulses. The 
first pulse induces a coherent superposition of spin ‘up’ and spin ‘down’ states. If the 
delay between the two pulses is smaller than the optical decoherence time, the second 
pulse will constructively interfere with one spin state, while destructive interference 
will occur for the other spin state, resulting in a spin polarization of the excited 
state. Such a coherence-mediated optical orientation of spins was demonstrated in 
Ref.[6] for a two-level system using heavy-hole (hh) excitons as an example. The 
feasibility of optical orientation of spins using two linearly cross-polarized laser pulses 
has been demonstrated for a three-level system containing heavy-hole and light-hole 
(lh) excitons [7]. It was shown that by changing the delay between the two pump 
pulses one can control the total spin polarization, allowing to generate both parallel 
and antiparallel spin-polarizations of the two excited states. Regarding the law of 
conservation of angular momentum, the spin dynamics in the three-level system that 
follows such an excitation is a fundamentally intriguing question. Moreover, it appears 
that the coherence-mediated optical orientation by two linearly polarized pulses may 
provide a unique opportunity to engineer and control the energy distribution of the 
spin-population in a multi-level system. However, such an engineering and control 
requires a knowledge about the ultrafast laser-induced spin dynamics on the time 
scale of decoherence processes. Nevertheless, even for the case of a three-level system, 
the spin dynamics triggered by the two linearly cross-polarized laser pulses has not 
been investigated so far.
In this experiment, we generate a spin polarization and analyze the optical orien­
tation of exciton and trion spins by two 140 fs linearly-polarized pulses and the sub­
sequent spin dynamics in a three level system [see Fig. 5.1]. We consider two types of 
three-level systems with excited states constructed of: (a) hh- and lh-exciton, and (b) 
hh-exciton and trion. The trion is a complex consisting of an exciton and an electron 
from the quantum well structure. Using the magneto-optical Kerr effect as a probe 
we demonstrate that by changing the delay between the two linearly polarized pump 
pulses, one may obtain full coherent control of the spin polarization of the excited 
states.
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In the experiment, the first linearly y-polarized ultrashort pump pulse results in 
a simultaneous excitation of two interband polarizations at the frequencies of the hh- 
exciton and trion transitions. The small energy difference between the transitions will 
result in a temporal evolution of the phase difference between these two polarizations. 
Therefore, when the second linearly x-polarized pump pulse arrives, the resulting 
interference of this laser pulse with the interband polarizations will depend on the 
relative phase of the polarizations and thus will be different for the two transitions. 
Tuning the time delay between the two linear optical pump pulses allows selective 
control of spin polarization of hh-excitons, lh-excitons, and trions.
It is shown tha t simultaneous excitation of hh- and lh-excitons or hh-excitons and 
trions triggers beatings in the MOKE signal, due to Raman coherence between the 
excited spin states. A theoretical analysis of the beatings allowed us to obtain an an­
alytical expression for the description of the latter. Experimental results are in good 
agreement with the proposed theory and show the possibility to control both ampli­
tude and phase of the beatings with attosecond resolution. The full understanding of 
the spin dynamics allows for spin control at this unprecedented timescale. Although 
these studies were focused on excitons and trions in semiconductors, the analysis was 
performed in general terms of three-level systems so that the conclusions of our work
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can be generalized to other cases involving ultrafast laser control of spins [9].
5.2 Experimental methodology
The two studied samples are CdTe/Cdo.78Mg0.22Te multiple quantum well (MQW) 
structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a (100)-oriented GaAs substrate. 
They contain five 20 nm thick CdTe quantum wells, separated by 110 nm thick bar­
riers. The sample is nominally undoped. The low concentration of resident elec­
trons n e =  1.3 x 1010 cm-2 in the well is due to  residual n-type doping of the 
barriers (MQW1). Photoluminescence and reflectivity spectra reveal hh-exciton and 
trion transitions at the energies hwhh=1.600 eV and =1.598 eV, respectively [10]. 
The lh-exciton transition is shifted 15 meV to higher energies from the hh-exciton 
(Ttwih=1.615 eV). Additionally, we used a second sample (MQW2) with higher residual 
doping levels, with very similar optical properties and a slightly different trion/exciton 
relative oscillator strength.
As in the preceding chapter, we used for detection of the laser-induced spin- 
polarization of the excited states the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). When 
linearly polarized light is reflected from a magnetized sample the polarization rotates 
over an angle 0
i 0 «  *  - X . (5.1)2n (n2 — 1)
Here x+ and x -  are the optical susceptibilities for left- and right-handed circularly 
polarized light; n  the refraction index. For a three level system it can be shown that 
X+ — x -  =  a (N L T — N L I) +  b(N H T — N H |) .  Here N L T(N L |)  is the density 
of the lower excited states with spin up (down), N H T (N H |)  is the density of 
the higher excited state with spin up (down); a and b are functions of wavelength 
as well as oscillator strength for the low and high-energy transitions, respectively
[11]. Therefore the magneto-optical Kerr effect can serve as a measure of total spin 
polarization of the excited states.
For the study of the ultrafast spin dynamics in this three-level system induced by 
a sequence of two linearly cross-polarized pulses, we have employed a pump-pump- 
probe technique using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser tha t generated pulses with a 
repetition frequency of 76 MHz. The pulses have a duration of about 140 fs and a 
spectral width of 10 meV. Both the pulse duration and the spectrum were monitored 
during the experiment.
The sample was excited by two phase-locked y- and x-polarized pulses separated 
by an adjustable delay t 12. For the generation of two phase-locked cross-linearly- 
polarized pump pulses, the most intensive part of the laser pulse was sent through an 
actively stabilized Michelson interferometer. In addition, attosecond modulation of
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Figure 5.2: Reflection spectra from CdTe/Cdo.78Mgo.22Te MQW and discussed three level 
systems comprising out of hh-exciton (X) and trion (T) as well as hh-exciton and lh-exciton.
the delay between the two pulses was introduced at f  =  2.8 kHz. The laser-induced 
spin-polarization was detected by the magneto-optical Kerr rotation (MOKE) of the 
probe pulses delayed by a time tpr with respect to the x-polarized pump pulses. The 
polarization rotation of the reflected probe pulses was measured with the help of 
a balanced photodiode scheme (see chapter 3). The signal from the detector was 
measured with a lock-in amplifier, while the signal at the frequency f  was used as its 
reference. Using such a phase modulation and lock-in technique we were able to avoid 
possible artifacts so that the detected signal was the result of the combined action of 
the two pump pulses. All measurements were performed at a tem perature of 10 K.
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Figure 5.3: Spectral dependent Kerr rotation at probe delay tpr = 6.7 ps measured as 
a function of delay between two pump pulses t i 2. The measurements are performed for 
different central energies huc of the photons.
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First we demonstrate that a sequence of two linearly polarized pulses can indeed result 
in spin-polarization of the excited states of a three-level system. Figure 5.3 shows the 
photo-induced Kerr rotation as a function of the delay between the two pump pulses 
t 12 for both MQW samples. The delay between the probe and x-polarized pump 
pulse was fixed at tpr=6.7 ps. At such a delay the processes of optical decoherence 
and thermalization of the exciton and trion sub-systems are expected to be com­
pleted so tha t the magneto-optical Kerr effect probes the quasi-static laser-induced 
spin-polarization of the excited states [11]. The dependencies reveal very fast oscil­
lations of the signal at a frequency close to the frequency of the light. Both samples 
show similar behavior around the hh-exciton/trion transitions, while sample number 
2 shows additional features at 1.611 eV.
- 3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3 - 3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3t12 (ps) t12 (ps)
Figure 5.4: (a) Kerr rotation at probe delay tpr = 6.7 ps measured as a function of delay 
between two pump pulses t 12. The measurements are performed for different central energies 
hue of the photons. (b) Simulations of the total spin-population of the excited states per­
formed for: (i) simultaneous excitation of hh-exciton and lh-exciton (hh-lh), (ii) hh-exciton 
only (hh), and (iii) hh-exciton and trion (hh-T). The inset shows the fast oscillations of the 
total spin population.
If we look closer into the spectral features of sample 2, one can see that much slower 
oscillations with a period of about 0.3 ps are observed superimposed on the fast ones
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if the central photon energy is 1.611 eV and covers both hh- and lh-exciton transitions 
[Fig. 5.4(a)]. If the central frequency of the pump pulses is set to  1.595 eV, so that 
the spectrum covers hh-exciton and trion transitions, beatings with a longer period 
of 1.6 ps are seen. If the spectrum covers only one transition at hwc =  1.603 eV no 
beatings are observed. The periods of the observed beatings at central photon energies 
of 1.595 and 1.611 eV are in good agreement with the energy splitting between the 
hh- and lh-exciton transitions and the hh-exciton and trion transitions, respectively.
In order to explain the observed oscillations of the laser induced spin polarization 
we have analyzed the problem with the help of optical Bloch equations [12]. For 
simplicity, we neglected processes of spin relaxation, assumed the same dephasing 
time T2 =  1.5 ps and the same oscillator strengths for all the transitions. The pulse 
durations (140 fs) were taken from the experiment. The total spin polarization at the 
probe delay tpr =  6.7 ps as a function of t i 2 was calculated [Fig. 5.4(b)].
The results of the simulations are in reasonable agreement with the experiment. 
The discrepancy at t \ 2 = 0  could be due to either scattering from the pump beams 
in the direction of the probe or due to spin polarization of highly incoherent states. 
Incorporation of such a contribution in simulations would give an even better agree­
ment between experiment and calculations [see chapter 6]. It should be noted that 
the slight asymmetry in the data [Fig. 5.3] is probably due to non-equal absorption 
for orthogonal polarizations and subsequent decoherence times.
Note that the maxima of the Kerr rotation measured at 6.7 ps after the laser 
excitation correspond to a parallel configuration of hole-spins forming exciton and 
trion (hh- and lh-excitons), while the nulls correspond to antiparallel alignment of 
the spins. Therefore it can be concluded that resonant excitation of hh- and lh- 
excitons or hh-excitons and trions by a sequence of two linearly polarized pulses can 
indeed result in spin-polarization of the excited states.
At a probe delay of 6.7 ps one may obtain a full control over the total spin 
polarizations of the excited states. It is therefore natural to raise the question about 
the processes that occur in the spin system between the moment of the laser excitation 
and 6.7 ps. On the basis of the optical Bloch equations, the spin density of excitons 
and trions can be calculated as a function of time. Figure 5.5 shows the exciton (NX ) 
and trion spin densities (NT), and the corresponding spin polarizations (N  ] —N  j), 
in case of anti-parallel spin orientation. The first pump pulse excites equal spin up 
and spin down densities for both the excitons and the trion states, without exciting 
a spin polarization in either of these states. The second pump pulse, however, causes 
constructive and destructive interference for spin up and down states. As a result, a 
spin polarization of excitons and trions is generated at the arrival of the second pulse. 
This implies the ultrafast onset of spin polarization during such a two pulse excitation. 
If we now compare the time scale and the spectral resolution, one might conclude that 
we excite spin polarizations beyond the Fourier limit. It should be noted, tha t in real 
samples the decoherence reduces the effectiveness of the interference, resulting in
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Figure 5.5: Simulations of the ‘u p ’ and ‘down’ spin densities of the excited hh-exciton (X) 
and trion (T) states, and the subsequent spin polarizations of these states (lower panel), 
as a function of probe delay. In this case we assume no decoherence in the excited states . 
The pump pulse timing is indicated by vertical lines. The dotted curves show calculations 
incorporating more realistic values of the optical coherence times, resulting in less effective 
spin polarization excitations.
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lower exciton and trion spin polarizations indicated by dotted lines. How does this 
theoretical prediction appear in experiments of exciton and trion spin dynamics?
Figure 5.6: Kerr rotation as a function of probe delay for a pump delay of 0.76 ps. The pump 
pulse timing is indicated by vertical lines. The onset of Kerr rotation (spin polarization) 
coincidences with the arrival of the second pump pulse. Beatings are observed before and 
after the arrival of the second pump pulse.
5.4 Coherent control of spin beatings
To study the subsequent ultrafast processes in the spin system triggered by two lin­
early cross-polarized laser pulses, we have measured the magneto-optical Kerr rotation 
as a function of delay tpr between the x-polarized pump and the probe pulses. Figure 
5.6 shows the Kerr rotation for simultaneous excitation of the hh- and lh-excitons 
(central photon energy is 1.611 eV). The experiment indeed shows the onset of Kerr 
rotation at the arrival of the second pump pulse corresponding to the onset of spin 
polarization. Interestingly, beatings are observed on top of the expected Kerr signal. 
Note that the beatings are also visible at negative delays. Indeed if the separation 
between the pump and probe pulses is shorter than the time of optical decoherence 
the pump can still affect the probe even if the pump arrives later than the probe. 
Such a phenomenon has been seen previously in non-spin-polarized time-resolved ex­
periments [13, 14].
The behavior of these beatings as a function of time delay between the two pump
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pulses was studied in more detail [see Fig. 5.7]. The delay between the two pump 
pulses was set to t 12 =  1.13 p s+ A t12, where A t12 represented the changes in the 
delay. In Fig. 5.7 (a) one can clearly distinguish beatings with a period of about 
0.3 ps. This period is in excellent agreement with the energy difference between the 
hh- and lh-exciton states. Surprisingly, the amplitude of the beatings appears to  be 
extremely sensitive to A t12 [see Fig. 5.7 (b)].
To understand these beatings in the MOKE signal one should realize that the 
excited state of a three level system can be described as a coherent superposition 
of four states. In the case of the hh-/lh-exciton system the wave function of the 
excited state is ^  =  C 1eiE lt^ f l) +  C2eiE2t^20) +  +  C4eiE4t^40), where the
complex amplitudes C 1 and C2 represent lh-excitons with hole-spins directed ”up” 
and ”down” , respectively; C3 and C4 represent hh-excitons with hole-spins directed 
”up” and ”down” , respectively. In the absence of a magnetic field the spin levels are 
degenerate, i.e. E 1 =  E 2 =  wlh and E 3 =  E 4 =  whh. Describing the laser-induced 
magneto-optical Kerr effect in terms of a nonlinear optical polarization of third order 
[11, 15], neglecting all relaxation processes in the optically excited semiconductor and 
considering the pump and probe pulses as delta-functions, we obtain an analytical 
expression for the magneto-optical Kerr rotation (0)
0 «  d2 ( |C i |2 -  |C2|2) +  d2r 2 (|C412 -  iCsi2)
+ d 2r {  (C1C4 -  C2C3) ei(wih-whh)tpr +  c.c.j (5 .2)
Here d is a parameter proportional to the dipole matrix element, and r  is the 
coefficient that accommodates the difference between the oscillator strengths of the 
excited transitions. Note that the first two terms are proportional to the total spin 
polarization of the excited states and do not reveal any time dependence. The third 
term  originates from the quantum coherence between the two excited states, giving 
rise to quantum beatings in the spin-polarization between hh- and lh-exciton states. 
The beatings show up in the magneto-optical Kerr effect as an oscillation at the 
frequency given by the splitting between the excited states wlh — whh.
If one considers excitation with two linearly cross-polarized pulses separated by a 
delay t 12, the complex amplitudes for hh-exciton and lh-exciton spin states become:
C1 =  dhhe (w° -  whh) [1 -  ieiWhhtl2] (5.3)
C2 =  dhh£ (^0 -  ^hh) [l- +  *e®Whhtl2] (5.4)
C3 =  ddhC (w° -  wlh)  [1 +  ieiuihtl2] (5.5)
C4 =  dlh£ (^0 -  ^ lh ) t1 -  ielUlhtl2] (5.6)
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Figure 5.7: Dynamics of the MOKE signal induced by simultaneous excitation of hh- and 
lh-excitons measured for different delays between two pump pulses t i 2 for hue = 1.611 eV. 
Panel (a) shows data  where t i 2 is changed in attosecond steps. Solid line represents a fit 
f  (tpr) =  Acos(utpr +  $)exp(—tpr /T 2). The best fit was achieved for hu  =  13.5 meV. Panel 
(b) summarizes the fit showing the dependence of A as a function of A ti2. Solid line is the 
behavior predicted by Eq.(4.7). Panel (c) shows da ta  where t i 2 is changed in femtosecond 
steps. Solid line represents a fit f  (tpr) =  [Acos(utpr) — B sin (u tpr)] e x p ( - tpr/T 2). (d) sum­
marize the results of the fit showing A  and B  as a function of t i 2. Solid lines represent the 
behavior predicted by Eq.(5.7), where h(uhh — uih)=13.5 meV as deduced from the fit in 
panel (a). Zero levels of am plitudes in (b,d) are given by horizontal lines.
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Here e is the spectral component of the laser field at the hh-exciton and lh-exciton 
resonances. It should be noted that for sufficiently spectrally broad laser pulses this 
spectral component has the same amplitude for both excited transitions. W ith the 
complex amplitudes obtained for these spin states, the coherent and incoherent con­
tributions in the case of 2-pulse excitation can be analyzed in terms of the delay time 
between the pump pulses ( t i2). The equation for this ‘coherent’ term  in the Kerr 
effect (9coh) for the hh-/lh-exciton system becomes
where e is the spectral component of the laser pulse at the hh- and lh-exciton res­
onances. From this equation it follows that beatings as a function of probe delay 
(tpr) will be observed with a frequency (whh — wlh), which equals the period of 0.3 
ps measured in the experiments. The amplitude of the beatings is proportional to 
sin[(whh +  wih)t 12/ 2], which is in excellent agreement with the experiment [Fig. 5.7 
(b)]. Finally, one can see that if t 12 is changed in picosecond steps, the amplitude 
and the phase of the oscillations change, closely following the behavior predicted by 
Eq.(5.7) [Fig. 5.7 (c) and (d)]. The difference between theory and experiment is seen 
as a phase shift of about 200 fs, which can be easily understood by the fact tha t the 
theory considers the laser pulses as delta-functions. All the features clearly demon­
strate that the oscillations in the magneto-optical signal from a hh-/lh-exciton system 
excited by a sequence of two linearly cross-polarized pulses are related to Raman co­
herences between the spin density of the hh- and lh-exciton states. Varying the delay 
between the two pump pulses t 12 we could change the amplitude and the phase of the 
beatings and thus coherently control the laser-induced spin densities at an attosecond 
time-scale.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the beatings between the spin densities of the 
excited states are also observed in the hh-exciton and trion system. In this case the 
MOKE signal shows beatings with a period of 1.6 ps [Fig. 5.8], which corresponds to 
the energy splitting between these states. Although beatings due to  Raman coher­
ence of electron density between exciton and trion states have been observed earlier 
[16], to the best of our knowledge beatings due to Raman coherences between spin 
densities have not been reported until now. In contrast to earlier experiments with 
parallel polarized pump pulses, the two perpendicularly polarized pulses used in our 
experiment do not interfere directly even if they overlap in time [7]. For this reason, 
the delay between the two orthogonal pump pulses does not influence exciton and
@coh ~  re (wc — Whh) e (wc — wih) sin
(5.7)
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Figure 5.8: Dynamics of the magneto-optical Kerr effect signal induced by simultaneous ex­
citation of hh-exciton and trion measured for a delay between two pump pulses t i 2 =  0.67 ps. 
Solid line shows fit by exponentially decaying function. Superimposed on the exponential 
decay one can distinguish oscillations shown in the inset after subtracting decaying compo­
nent shown by the solid line. These oscillations correspond to quantum  beatings of the spin 
density between hh-exciton and trion states.
trion densities while playing a dominant role in the formation of spin polarization of 
the excited states.
5.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the optical orientation of spins by two 140 fs linearly-polarized pulses 
and the subsequent spin dynamics in a three-level system has been analyzed for the ex­
amples of hh- and lh-excitons as well as the hh-exciton and trion. Using the magneto­
optical Kerr effect as a probe we demonstrate that changing the delay between the 
two linearly cross-polarized pump pulses, one may obtain full coherent control of the 
spin polarizations of the excited states. As a consequence, we were able to create 
situations of parallel and anti-parallel spin orientations, or a situation were only one 
excited state was spin polarized.
It is shown that simultaneous excitation of hh- and lh-excitons or hh-excitons 
and trions triggers beatings in the magneto-optical signal, due to Raman coherence 
between the spin densities of the excited states. A theoretical analysis of the beatings 
allowed us to obtain an analytical expression for the description of the latter. The 
ability to control these beatings in dynamics, as demonstrated by the experimental 
and theoretical studies, shows the possibility to control the complex amplitudes of 
the spin states with unprecedented attosecond resolution.
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In this chapter it is demonstrated that both the incoherent as well as the coherent 
Kerr signal due to exciton and trion spin orientations are controlled by changing the 
delay between laser pump pulses. The double pump excitation used in this experiment 
is in fact a special case of polarization pulse shaping. In the next two chapters the 
spin orientations will be further investigated with a different pump pulse configuration, 
including a pulse shaper, allowing direct pump pulse manipulation. The main focus 
will be on the spin orientation after and during the pump pulse action.
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CH APTER 6
Control of exciton and trion spin by polarization pulse shaping
In this chapter we describe the optical orientation of hh- and lh-excitons, and trion 
spin states with polarization pulse shaping. The experimental configuration is a 
direct extension of the two-pulse scheme described in the previous chapter, with a 
pulse shaper manipulating one of the pulses. The results demonstrate the ability 
to  excite non-trivial spin orientations of excitons and trions by coherent control via 
polarization pulse shaping. Simulations of the optically induced spin orientations are 
in good agreement with the experimental data.
6.1 Introduction
Semiconductor nanostructures like quantum wells and quantum dots have gained a lot 
of interest in the fields of quantum computing and spintronics, because of the long spin 
coherence time of electron spins [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]. Recently it has been demonstrated 
that electron spins can be controlled in single quantum dots. This combination of 
the control of single spins and the long spin coherence time make the electron spin 
in semiconductor structures an ideal candidate for future quantum computing and 
spintronic devices. In order to make the next step in realizing these devices it is 
necessary to control an ensemble of spin systems, but with the ability to selectively 
control a single spin within this ensemble on a time scale of the optical coherence, 
which is far from trivial because of the Fourier limit.
As was shown in the preceding chapter, light pulses can be used to introduce and
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control spins in semiconductors by transferring the angular momentum of light into 
the spin system. In such an excitation process, the helicity of light determines the 
induced spin orientation of the excited electronic level [4]. The mayor advantage of 
optical excitation is the high speed of control, as optical pulses can be typically below 
100 fs in duration. In addition, optical methods allow detection of the induced spin 
excitation, orientation and subsequent decay on the same timescale, using pump­
probe techniques [8]. However, these optical methods come with some limitations. 
The Fourier limit couples the time resolution to  the spectral resolution, stating that 
a short pulse has a broad spectrum and equivalently a spectrally narrow pulse is 
inevitably long in time. Furthermore, the spatial resolution of optical methods is 
rather poor (500 nm) due to diffraction. So neither spectrally narrow pulses nor 
focused optical beams will provide a method for ultrafast manipulation of spin states 
in quantum dots.
These limitations can be partly overcome by exciting not with normal circularly 
polarized optical pulses, but with complex pulse forms. In this approach the effective 
helicity of the spectral components of the light has to be controlled. Recently, it has 
been shown that the Fourier limit can be avoided by exciting the material with a 
sequence of cross-polarized pulses, which is a special case of polarizing pulse shaping 
[see chapter 4] [9]. In fact, any arbitrary combination of helicities of each spectral 
component can be made by polarization pulse shaping. The spectral control of the 
helicity by polarization pulse shaping can also be used to excite nanoscale objects 
below the diffraction limit of light, where each resonance of the nanoscale object 
containing a single spin is used to address the object selectively (provided that the 
individual dots have distinguishable spin-levels).
Here we demonstrate the spectrally selective control of excitons and trion spins 
in CdTe based quantum well structures, with a complex optical pulse created by 
polarization pulse shaping [10]. Full control of heavy hole(hh) exciton and trion 
spins with a energy separation of only 2 meV is shown, where the optical excitation 
results in parallel and non-trivial anti-parallel spin configurations. Additionally, con­
trol of hh-excitons and light hole(lh)-excitons, with a energy separation of 15 meV is 
demonstrated. These spin orientations were detected by magneto-optical techniques, 
allowing all optical control and detection of the relaxation dynamics of the spins. It 
should be noted that the demonstrated polarization pulse shaping is capable of con­
trolling multiple spin states restricted only by the resolution of the pulse shaper and 
the spectral width of the initial pulse.
6.2 Experimental methodology
The sample used for this study is the same CdTe/Cd7gMg22Te modulation doped 
multiple quantum well (MQW1) of chapter 5. It was made by molecular beam epi­
taxy and consisted of five 20 nanometer thick CdTe quantum wells, separated by
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Cd7sMg22Te barrier layers. The heavy-hole exciton and trion transitions have the 
same selection rules, similar oscillator strengths and are observed at slightly different 
energies 1.600 eV and 1.598 eV, respectively [7]. As before, the hole spin in excitons 
and trions is used as a reference to determine the spin of the excitons and trions.
The main idea of spectrally selective optical spin excitation with polarization shap­
ing can be explained with the help of Fig. 6.1. In case of a three level system (ground 
state, exciton, and trion), a spectrally broad circularly polarized pulse will create the 
same spin-polarization for both excitons and trions, as both transitions are excited by 
the same helicity. A non-trivial anti-parallel spin alignment of trions and excitons can 
in principle be excited by a complex pulse pattern resulting in an effective opposite 
helicity for the different spectral components connecting these levels and correspond­
ing opposite spin orientation of these levels (right panel). This spectral selectivity 
can be achieved by exciting with two narrow bandwidth pump pulses with opposite 
helicity, however this implies a separate picosecond light source for each spin level. 
Selective excitation is also possible with a sequence of linearly cross-polarized pump 
pulses separated by a time delay [see chapter 5]. A drawback of this method is that 
it is limited to materials with long optical coherence times, as it relies on optical 
interference creating the effective opposite helicities. A different, more direct way, of 
controlling the effective helicity and thus the spin-alignment of excitons and trions 
on a sub picosecond timescale is possible by polarization pulse shaping, where circu­
larly polarized light is created by combining an x-polarized unshaped pulse with a 
y-polarized shaped pulse. The spectral selective excitation is achieved by introducing 
a phase difference between exciton and trion resonances by a n phase step placed 
between those resonances in one of the pump pulses [see Fig. 6.2 (a)]. It should be
Figure 6.1: comparison between broad spectrum  excitation(left) and spectrally selective 
excitation(right)
noted that the pulse shaping results in a non transform-limited pulse with a time 
duration in the picosecond range [see Fig. 6.2 (b)]. However, the total electric field 
created by the laser shows that the elliptical part, inducing spin-polarization in the 
system, is only present when the shaped and the unshaped pulses overlap in time, 
indicating an ultrafast, sub-picosecond, excitation of spins [Fig. 6.2(d)]. The interfer­
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ence between the x-polarized shaped and the y-polarized unshaped pulse results in 
exciting one transition with effectively right handed circularly polarized light and the 
other transition with left handed circularly polarized light, creating an anti-parallel 
configuration of exciton and trion spins [Fig. 6.2(c)]. Because the pulses overlap each 
other in time, the effectiveness of excitation of spins is no longer reduced by optical 
dephasing in the material and can in principal reach a 100 % spin-polarization.
Figure 6.2: Phase and am plitude shaped pulse (a) time trace of the y-polarized part electric 
field of the laser (b), spectral properties of the helicity consisting of regions of positive and 
negative helicity (c), to tal electric field of the combined x-polarized and y-polarized pulses, 
showing the complex optical pulse creating spin-polarization in the m aterial(d).
In the experiment the time delay between the pump pulses is varied. This reveals 
a beating pattern corresponding to an alternating parallel and anti-parallel configu­
ration of exciton and trion spins. The effect of pulse shaping will be twofold: (i) an 
anti-parallel configuration of spins at zero time delay, and (ii) a shifted beating pattern 
with respect to the pump-pump delay, revealing an anti-parallel configuration of spins 
when the signal at zero time delay is obscured by spin orientation of low coherence 
states and direct scattering of the pump pulses. As before, the magneto-optical Kerr 
effect (MOKE) has been employed for detection of the laser-induced spin-polarization 
of the excitons and trions [see chapter 5 Eq. 5.1]. At longer probe delays > 6ps, pro­
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cesses of optical coherence are expected to be small and the magneto-optical Kerr 
effect can be safely assumed to be proportional to laser-induced spin polarization in 
the semiconductor. Therefore the MOKE signal can serve as a measure of the total 
spin polarization of excitons and trions in this experimental configuration.
For the pump-probe approach, the laser pulse was split into two parts. The most 
intense part(pum p) was used to excite the semiconductor, while the less intense y- 
polarized part was used to probe the non-equilibrium spin polarization in the sample 
with the help of MOKE.
For the generation of the complex pump pulse, the most intense part of the laser 
pulse was sent through a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer, splitting and recombining 
equal parts of the initial pump pulse [see Fig. 6.3]. Inside the interferometer the pulse 
shaper was placed to independently control the phase and amplitude of the spectral 
components of the incoming femtosecond pulse. The gratings and lenses of the pulse 
shaping setup resulted in a 0.5 meV spectral resolution. The pulse shaper was used 
to  create a step function in the phase at an energy between the hh-exciton/trion and 
hh-exciton/lh-exciton transitions, respectively. The polarization of the shaped pulse 
was rotated by a half-wave plate over 90-degrees, obtaining an x-polarized pulse. The 
recombination of the two cross-linearly-polarized (y- and x-polarized) pump pulses 
resulted in a complex laser pulse with different helicities for each spectral component. 
In addition, a micrometer translation stage allows femtosecond control of the delay 
between the two polarization components of the pump pulses t \2. The phase between 
the two polarization components was modulated by a mirror mounted on a piezo­
element at a frequency f =2.8 kHz.
A translation stage was placed in the probe in order to control the delay tpr 
between the probe and the complex pump pulse. The laser-induced spin polarization 
was detected with the help of the probe pulse reflecting from the sample, by measuring 
its polarization rotation with the help of a balanced two-photodiode scheme. The 
signal from the detector was fed to a lock-in amplifier, while the signal at the frequency 
f  from the vibrating piezo-element was used as a reference. Thus, using such a phase 
modulation and lock-in technique we were able to avoid possible artifacts so that 
the detected signal was a result of the combined action of the two pump pulses. All 
measurements were performed at 10 K.
6.3 Results and discussion
Figure 6.4 shows the photo-induced Kerr rotation as a function of the delay between 
the two polarization components t \ 2, for different phase step heights from 0 n to 3/2 
n. The delay between the probe and x-polarized pump pulse tpr was fixed at 10 ps. 
Each of the dependencies reveals very fast oscillations of the signal at the frequency 
close to the frequency of the light. If the central energy of the photons in the spectrum 
of the pump pulses is equal to 1.595 eV and the spectrum covers both the trion and
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Figure 6.3: Schematic picture of the ‘pump p a r t’ of the pump-probe setup, showing the 
experimental configuration used to create the complex pulse for excitation of non-trivial 
spin orientation
hh-exciton transitions, on top of the fast oscillation with the frequency of the light one 
can see beatings with a period of 2.2 ps. In case of a 0 phase difference between exciton 
and trion transitions, the beatings show a maximum at zero time delay between pump 
pulses, indicating parallel hole spin-alignment of excitons and trions. As a function of 
the phase step height, a shift in the beating pattern with respect to the pump-pump 
delay is shown. A n phase step height results in a minimum of the beating pattern at 
zero time delay, corresponding to anti-parallel hole spins of excitons and trions. The 
arrows in Fig. 6.4 (b) indicate the relative spin orientation of trions and hh-excitons.
In order to explain the beating pattern of the Kerr effect and the dependence of 
the laser induced spin-polarization on the delay between the two pump pulses and 
the shift of this beating pattern as a function of phase step hight, one can analyze 
the problem with the help of optical Bloch equations [8]. We neglect processes of spin 
relaxation, and assume the same dephasing time T2 =  1.5 ps and the same oscillator 
strengths for all the transitions. The pulse durations (140 fs) are taken from the 
experiment. The total spin polarization at the probe delay tpr =  10 ps as a function
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of t 12 is calculated [Fig. 6.4 (b)].
t 12 (ps) t 12 (ps)
Figure 6.4: Kerr rotation in tpr =10 ps after the two pump excitation as a function of the 
delay between the x-polarized and the y-polarized pump pulse for different phase step hight 
between hh-exciton and trion resonances. Arrows indicate the relative spin orientation of 
trions and hh-excitons, respectively, for t i 2 =0  .
Note that the maxima of the Kerr rotation measured at 10 ps after the laser 
excitation correspond to a parallel configuration of hole-spins forming exciton and 
trion states, while the nulls correspond to anti parallel alignment of the spins. The 
results of the simulations are in good agreement with the experiment. Therefore it 
can be concluded that polarization pulse shaping can indeed result in a non-trivial 
spin-polarization of the excited states.
If the central photon energy is slightly changed so that the spectrum covers both 
hh-exciton and lh-exciton transitions (central energy is equal to 1.611 eV) one can 
also observe beatings, which, however, have a much shorter period of 0.4 ps [see Fig. 
6.5 (a)]. It should be noted, tha t in contrast to trions and hh-excitons, circularly 
polarized light induces anti-parallel spin orientation in these excitons, due to optical 
selection rules. Another difference is the measured strong increase in the Kerr rotation
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at small pump-pump delays. Judging from the temporal width of this signal, it is a 
contribution of spin states with low optical coherence times. The tuning of the phase 
step height results in a shift in the beating pattern with respect to the pump-pump 
time delay. A clear transition from anti-parallel to parallel hole spin alignment is 
measured, when comparing the results for 0 and n phase step heights (the vertical 
line aims to demonstrate the change in relative spin orientation). The arrows indicate 
the relative spin orientation of the hh- and lh-excitons. In addition to the beating 
with a period of 0.4 ps, a slower beating appears, when a phase step is introduced. 
This is unexpected, because this beating can not be attributed to any energy splitting 
of excitation levels observed in photoluminescence experiments.
Figure 6.5: Kerr rotation in tpr =10 ps after the two pump excitation as a function of the 
delay between the x-polarized and the y-polarized pump pulse for different phase step hight 
between hh-exciton and lh-exciton resonances. Arrows indicate the relative spin orientation 
of hh-, and lh-excitons, respectively, for t 12 =0.
Like the exciton-trion case, these experimental results were also compared with 
calculations of the induced spin polarizations of hh-, and lh-excitons [see Fig. 6.5 
(b)]. The analysis for the excitation of hh-excitons and lh-excitons spins shows the
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observed beating pattern, and the shift of the beating pattern as a function of phase 
step hight. However, it does not reproduce the strong increase in the Kerr rotation 
near zero pump delay, nor the complex behavior of the Kerr rotation at small pump 
delays. Apparently, the model used to simulate the interference between the delayed 
pump pulses and the exciton and trion states is too simple.
Figure 6.6: Model of the hh-/lh-exciton system including a background of inhomogeneously 
broadened spin states.
In order to reproduce the experimental results we performed additional simulations 
for the hh-/lh-exciton system with a background of an ensemble of inhomogeneously 
broadened states added to the 3-level system [Fig. 6.6]. The results are plotted in Fig. 
6.7. The calculations indeed show the importance of the contribution of the broad 
spectrum states, and demonstrate the qualitative effect of the phase step on the 
induced total spin orientation (excitons and inhomogeneously broadened states). It 
should be noted that the complex behavior of the Kerr rotation is extremely sensitive 
to the position of the phase step, which makes it difficult to exactly reproduce the 
experimental results.
The origin of the observed complex behavior of the Kerr rotation we attribute to 
either spin orientation of excitons with in-plane momentum, or alternatively, due to 
a spin-polarization of the continuum states of the bulk in the spectral region between 
the hh- and lh-exciton transitions. This would favor the assumption that we are 
observing spin excitations of broad spectrum states. However, to really pin point 
the origin of this contribution, more experimental studies are required. On the other 
hand, the data demonstrate that polarization pulse shaping can induce a non-trivial 
spin orientation in an ensemble of inhomogeneously broadened spin states. In our 
experiments, the amplitude of the Kerr rotation due to spin polarization is larger 
than the direct scattering of the pumps, discarding this type of artifact.
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Figure 6.7: Calculated spin polarization of the system including a inhomogeneously broad­
ened contribution after the two pump excitation as a function of the delay between the x- 
polarized and the y-polarized pump pulse for different phase step hight between hh-exciton 
and lh-exciton resonances.
The observed beatings of the trion/hh-exciton or the hh-exciton/lh-exciton spin­
orientation matches the energy splittings between the trion/hh-exciton transitions 
and the hh-/lh-exciton transitions, respectively. These results, and the observed shift 
due to polarization pulse shaping are in good agreement with calculations. Thus 
the experimental data on trion/hh-exciton and hh/lh-exciton spin excitation clearly 
demonstrate the feasibility of spectrally selective and ultrafast control of spin polar­
izations of excitons and trions by a combination of two pulse excitation and pulse 
shaping techniques.
It should be stressed that the suggested method for controlling trion and exciton 
spins is not limited to controlling only two levels. In fact the number of controllable
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spin-levels is only limited by the spectral resolution of the pulse shaping setup and 
the spectral width of the laser pulse. This allows spin control of multiple levels in 
quantum  dot ensembles or stacks of multiple quantum  wells.
Moreover, this technique offers the possibility of controlling nanoscale objects, 
where the spectral resolution instead of the spatial resolution is used to address the 
individual objects. This idea utilizes the inherent size distribution of quantum dots, 
resulting in an energy distribution in energy space.
6.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have investigated the feasibility of selective control of spin polariza­
tions of hh-exciton and trion spins polarizations in CdTe/CdMgTe multiple quantum 
wells with the help of polarization pulse shaping. By tuning the effective helicity of 
excitation light for hh-excitons, lh-excitons, and trions resonances we were able to gen­
erate trion and excitons with either parallel or anti-parallel orientation of hole-spins 
at a subpicosecond time-scale.
The demonstrated technique of optical orientation with the help of polarization 
pulse shaping can be employed for ultrafast control of a spin distribution in energy 
space with a high spectral resolution only restricted by the resolution of the pulse 
shaper. It should be noted that the addition of a pulse shaped to our setup enhances 
the spin control of multiple levels, using the tuning flexibility of the pulse shaper. 
This technique can even be considered as a method for subpicosecond optical control 
of magnetism at the nanoscale using spectrally selective addressing [11].
We would like to emphasize that the experimental results in this chapter clearly 
indicate the control of the relative spin orientations of both excitons and trions after 
the action of the shaped laser pulse. W hat happens with the spin orientations during 
the pump pulse interaction, i.e how fast the spins are oriented into a certain direction, 
is by no means trivial and will be investigated in the following chapter of this thesis.
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CH APTER 7
Ultrafast exciton and trion spin dynamics during excitation by 
shaped laser pulses1
Polarization pulse shaping allows to investigate ultrafast spin dynamics during the 
pulse, with the pulse shape as an experimental variable. In this chapter we demon­
strate that the spin dynamics during the pulse is dominated by interference effects 
between resonant and off-resonant spin excitation. The experimental data are in good 
agreement with simulations based on optical Bloch equations, and show the possibility 
to  excite spin polarization of highly coherent states beyond the Fourier limit.
7.1 Introduction
The interaction of circularly polarized light with electronic states influenced by spin­
orbit coupling provides a mechanism for spin manipulation in nonmagnetic and mag­
netic solids [1, 2, 3, 4]. During the last decades the spin dynamics triggered by 
picosecond or subpicosecond circularly polarized laser excitation has been subject of 
intense research because of its potential impact on further development of ultrafast 
spin-based quantum computing [5], spintronics [6] and magnetic recording [7]. As a 
result considerable progress has been achieved in understanding the spin dynamics
-'-Adapted from J. H. Versluis, A. V. Kimel, V. N. Gridnev, D. R. Yakovlev, G. Karczewski, T. 
Wojtowicz, J. Kossut, A. Kirilyuk, and T. Rasing, Photoinduced magneto-optical Kerr effect and 
ultrafast spin dynamics in CdTe/CdM gTe quantum  wells during excitation by shaped laser pulses, 
Physical Review B, vol. 80, no. 23, p. 235326, 2009.
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tha t follows ultrashort laser excitation [8, 9, 10]. Nevertheless, there is still no clear 
picture of the processes that occur in the spin system during  the action of the exciting 
laser pulses.
Indeed, numerous all optical pump-and-probe experiments reveal strong magneto­
optical signals during the action of the circularly polarized laser pulse. On the one 
hand, these signals are interpreted as an optical orientation of spins followed by ul­
trafast spin scattering via intrinsic spin-flip mechanisms on a time-scale much shorter 
than the duration of the pump pulse [11, 12, 13]. On the other hand, the ultra­
fast laser-induced processes that occur during the pump pulse can be described in 
terms of orientation of electronic orbitals which gets lost due to optical decoherence 
[14, 15]. However, none of these conflicting interpretations really takes into account 
the complex nature of this problem. Although during the excitation by an ultrashort 
laser pulse, which is spectrally broadened, the effects of optical coherence and quan­
tum  interference are very im portant [16], the influence of these effects on the optical 
orientation of spins and its subsequent dynamics is largely unknown.
In this chapter we investigate the ultrafast processes that occur in a spin system 
during the action of a picosecond laser pulse by using a polarization pulse shaping 
method [17, 18], with the pulse shape as an experimental variable. The studies were 
performed on CdTe/(Cd,Mg)Te semiconductor quantum wells in the range of the 
trion and heavy-hole (hh) exciton transitions. We demonstrate that ultrafast spin 
relaxation via intrinsic spin-flip mechanisms can not explain the observed behavior. 
Instead, an ‘off-resonant’ (virtual) optical excitation of an electronic transition has a 
considerable influence on the ultrafast spin dynamics [20]. Such an excitation gener­
ates a spin population in the excited state which is present only during the action of 
the pump pulse. Due to the effects of quantum interference a simultaneous excitation 
of ‘on-resonant’ and off-resonant components is shown to lead to temporal oscillations 
of the laser-induced spin population of the excited state in a two-level system (par­
ticularly the hh-exciton), with a frequency and amplitude that are determined by the 
detuning of the off-resonant frequency from the resonant one. Based on these findings 
we speculate about the feasibility to spin-polarize an excited state with spectral and 
temporal resolution beyond the Fourier limit.
7.2 Experimental methodology
The sample used for this study contains CdTe/Cd0.78Mg0.22Te modulation-doped 
multiple quantum wells (MQW), for sample details see chapter 3 [10]. The photo­
luminescence spectrum exhibits hh-exciton (X) and trion (T) energies at 1.600 and 
1.598 eV, respectively [see Fig. 7.1]. Although the selection rules for the exciton and 
trion are the same, the oscillator strength of the trion is almost two times weaker [23]. 
Sample tem perature during experiments was 10 K.
To obtain polarization pulse shaping, that is spectrally broad laser pulses with
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Figure 7.1: Photoluminescence spectra of CdTe/Cdo.78Mgo.22Te MQWs and the energy 
diagram consisting of the ground state, hh-exciton (X), and trion (T) levels.
polarization being a function of photon energy [17, 18], we used the interference of 
two linearly polarized Fourier limited laser pulses with orthogonal polarizations. The 
x-polarized laser pulse was temporally short (FWHM=140 fs) and spectrally broad 
(Au =10 meV; u  =  1.600 eV), while the y-polarized pulse was temporally broad 
(FWHM=5 ps) and spectrally narrow (A u=0.3 meV) with a central frequency u c. 
A coherent superposition of the x and y-pulses is a polarization shaped pulse. The 
phase between the two interfering pulses was set to + n /2  or to -n/2  [see Fig. 7.2(a)]. 
Intriguingly, circularly polarized fields created in such a fashion are expected to be 
generated only within the duration of the temporally short x-pulse and in the spectral 
range of the spectrally narrow y-pulse. In this way, spectral and temporal resolution 
of optical orientation of spins can be controlled independently. This is in strong con­
trast with the previous experiments on optical orientation, which employed transform 
limited circularly polarized laser pulses. It provides extra degrees of freedom for our 
study allowing new insights in the problem of ultrafast spin dynamics. For detection 
of the laser-induced spin-polarization of the excitons and trions, the magneto-optical 
Kerr effect (MOKE) has been employed.
Experimentally, the laser-induced spin dynamics was measured in a pump-and- 
probe configuration using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser that generated pulses with 
a repetition frequency of 76 MHz [14]. The induced spin-polarization was detected 
as a function of the delay between the x-polarized part of the pump pulse and the 
probe. The polarization rotation of this reflected probe pulse (140 fs; u  =  1.600 eV) 
was measured by a balanced photodiode scheme. The measurements were performed 
for different delays t 12 and central frequencies of the y-polarized pulse u c [see Fig.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Schematic representation of the shaped laser pulse. Temporal (b) and spec­
tra l (c) profile of the x- and y-polarized component of the laser pulse. It is seen th a t a 
circularly polarized state for the shaped pulse is generated within the narrow spectral range 
of the y-polarized pulse and the u ltrashort time-window of the x-polarized pulse. It allows 
independent control of spectral and tem poral resolution in optical orientation of spins.
7.2]. It must be noted that working with these phase locked pulses one should keep 
in mind that an attosecond-small drift of the delay may seriously affect the result 
of the measurement. In order to solve this problem we have created a random phase 
modulation between the x and y-polarized parts of the pump pulse on the top of 
the fixed offset t 12, in the range between —n and + n . The envelopes of the curves 
measured in such a way correspond to the spin dynamics induced by the complex 
pump pulse, where a small part of the spectrum centered at u c is circularly polarized, 
while the rest of the spectrum has the linear x polarization. During the experiments, 
the spectral properties of the pulse due to pulse shaping were analyzed by taking 
the spectral interference between the shaped and unshaped laser pulse (acting as a 
reference pulse). This type of pulse analysis gives direct amplitude and phase infor­
mation of the spectral components of the shaped pulse [see Fig. 7.3]. Such an essential 
measurement allows us to record the phase difference between pump pulses during
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Figure 7.3: Schematic picture of pump part of the pump-probe setup. The unshaped pulse 
is shifted in tim e with respect to the shaped pulse by a delay stage. M odulation of the phase 
allows for a spin-sensitive lock-in measurement technique of the laser-induced spin densities. 
The random phase is measured by taking the spectral interference between the shaped and 
the unshaped pulse (reference), which also enables us to do a direct pulse analysis of both 
the am plitude and phase of the shaped laser pulse. The induced spin dynamics is measured 
by delaying the probe pulse with respect to the pump pulse.
the performed experiments. W ith this phase information, phase sensitive informa­
tion could be retrieved from the ensemble of randomized data points. Of course, a 
large amount of data points will have to be recorded to obtain a phase sensitive spin 
dynamics measurement with an acceptable phase resolution. In addition, we have 
performed standard time-resolved pump-probe measurements with a single transform 
limited 5 ps circularly polarized pump and a 140 fs probe pulse as explained elsewhere
[14].
7.3 Experimental results
Figure 7.4 shows the MOKE data of the spin dynamics induced by a single transform 
limited circularly polarized 5 ps laser pulse. The central frequency was varied in 
the range from 1.5970 to 1.6005 eV. The signal size of the MOKE signals at 6 ps
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Figure 7.4: Dynamics of the magneto-optical Kerr rotation induced by transform  limited 5 
ps circularly polarized laser pulses with different central energies of the photons. Dashed 
lines show the pump pulse.
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shows resonances at 1.5995 and 1.5980 eV, corresponding to  the exciton and trion 
transitions. The dynamics of the Kerr rotation during excitation by the pump shows 
strong wavelength dependence. The origin of these variations can not be revealed 
on the basis of these experiments. To resolve this problem we have studied optical 
orientation of spins and probed the subsequent spin dynamics using the pulse shape 
as an experimental variable.
First, we excited the semiconductor by the shaped laser pulses with t 12 =  0 and 
variable hwc [Fig. 7.5(a)]. Only at delays longer than 5 ps the dynamics excited by the 
shaped pulse agrees with the observed dynamics excited by similarly long transform 
limited circularly polarized pulses. Indeed, taking Figs. 7.4 and 7.5(a) and comparing 
signals at 6 ps, one can see that the spectral dependencies of the signal induced 
by the transform limited pump and the polarization shaped pump are very similar 
(both exhibit maxima close to 1.5980 and 1.5995 eV). At delays shorter than 5 ps 
the observed dynamics is very sensitive to the shape of the pulse and in particular 
to  hwc. At hwc =  1.6000 eV, a fast relaxation with a decay time of 2 ps is observed, 
while in the range between 1.5970 and 1.5995 eV beatings of the MOKE signal can 
be clearly distinguished. In order to study these beatings in more detail we tuned 
hwc to the energy of the trion transition 1.5980 eV and varied t i 2. The results are 
plotted in Fig. 7.6. It is seen from Fig. 7.6(a) that a change of the delay t 12 does have 
a strong effect on the amplitude of the beatings while the period of the beatings is 
not affected. Note that the beatings are observed only during the action of the pump 
pulses.
We have also succeeded to realize direct measurement of the phase difference 
between the x  and y polarized parts of the pump pulse so that the spin dynamics 
that corresponds to  a particular phase difference can been retrieved from the ensemble 
of data points shown in Figs. 7.5(a) and 7.6(a). The total range of phases was divided 
into five regions [Fig. 7.7]. The interference signal was taken as a measure for the 
absolute value of the phase difference. Note that such a procedure does not allow to 
extract the sign of the phase. For this reason, if the phase was not an integer number 
of n, the procedure of retrieval of the spin dynamics at the fixed phase delivered two 
solutions corresponding to positive and negative phase difference, respectively. The 
measurements at fixed phase clearly show beatings of the Kerr rotation with a period 
of about 2.2 ps, corresponding to an energy difference of 2 meV, which matches the 
detuning from the hh-exciton transition at 1.600 eV [Fig. 7.7]. Note that at times 
longer than 6 ps the Kerr rotation is the largest for phase differences of n /2  and -n/2, 
showing that a long living spin polarization of the excited state can only be generated 
by a circularly polarized field. Nevertheless, at the shorter time-scale even pulses with 
phase difference 0 and n, which do not contain circular polarized fields, can trigger 
spin beatings and the phase of the beatings is directly related to the phase difference 
between the pump pulses [see Fig. 7.7].
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Figure 7.5: (a) Dynamics of the magneto-optical Kerr rotation induced by polarization 
shaped laser pulses with different hwc. The solid line across the graph aims to dem onstrate 
the shift in the beatings when %Uc is changed; (b) Simulations of this dynamics with t i 2 =  
0 ps and the same huc as experiments. The duration of the probe and pump pulses is equal 
to those in the experiment, T2 =  2 ps. To simulate the randomization of the phase between 
the two pump pulses we have performed the calculations for several phase differences in the 
range between —n and + n . The envelopes th a t enclose these curves are to be compared with 
those observed in the experiment (a). Dashed lines show the y-polarized part of the pump 
pulse.
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In order to reveal the nature of the magneto-optical signal during the action of the 
pump pulse and understand the origin of the observed beatings, we first consider the 
resonant interaction between a two-level system and a short laser pulse. Neglect­
ing relaxation, first order time-dependent perturbation theory predicts the temporal 
population of the excited state at the energy to be
where E  is the electric field of light and w0 is the resonance frequency of the two-level 
system [19]. Already from this equation one can see that even off-resonant excitation 
at a frequency w =  w0 may result in a population of the excited state N  (t) =  0, which, 
however, is present only during the action of the laser pulse. It is easy to show that 
even in the case of a bi-harmonic laser excitation at the frequencies wi=w0 and w2=w 
one can distinguish between on-resonantly and off-resonantly excited populations at 
frequencies 0 and 2(w — w0), respectively. On top of that, these two contributions 
may interfere leading to  an extra term  in the population oscillating at w — w0. Conse­
quently, one can expect similar beats in the spin population of the excited state that 
consequently will show up in the MOKE signal.
Simulations of the magneto-optical Kerr effect [14] for the three-level system [see 
Fig. 7.5(a)] do indeed confirm the appearance of quantum beats in the spin population. 
To account for the different strengths of the exciton and trion resonances and the 
spectral overlap with the exciton and trion transitions, the exciton was assumed to be 
four times stronger than the trion. For both transitions the optical decoherence time 
T2 was assumed to be 2 ps and relaxation of the pump-induced spin-polarization and 
energy redistribution of the laser-excited electrons were neglected. The simulations 
were based on the optical Bloch equations [21]. In order to simulate the randomization 
of the phase between the x and y polarized parts of the pump pulses we have performed 
the calculations for several phase differences in the range between —n and + n . The 
envelopes that enclose these curves are to be compared with the envelopes observed in 
the experiment. It is seen from Fig. 7.5(b) that the simulations performed for different 
hwc at fixed t 12 =  0 ps clearly reproduce the beatings observed in the experiment 
of Fig. 7.5(a). The frequency of the experimental beatings decreases with decrease 
of the difference wc — whh (whh is the hh-exciton frequency) and disappears once 
wc =  whh. Closer inspection shows that the period of the beatings is proportional to 
2n/(wc — whh), as guided by the solid curved line in Fig. 7.5(a). The relaxation of the 
experimental signal observed at hwc =  hwhh was not reproduced in the calculations 
and thus is likely related to neglected effects of relaxation of spins and charges.
In addition to the calculated Kerr rotations, these simulations provide direct in­
formation about the induced populations of the excited states with spin ‘up’ and
2
(7.1)
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Figure 7.6: U ltrafast dynamics of the magneto-optical Kerr rotation induced by (a) polar­
ization shaped laser pulses for hue =  1.5980 eV and different t i 2. (b) Simulations performed 
for the hue =  1.5980 eV and the same t i 2 as experiments. To simulate the randomization 
of the phase between the two pump pulses we have performed the calculations for several 
phase differences in the range between —n and + n . The envelopes tha t enclose these curves 
are to be compared with those observed in the experiment (a).
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Figure 7.7: Dynamics of the Kerr rotation as a function of probe delay measured at fixed 
phase difference between the x and y polarized parts of the pump pulse for hue = 1.598meV 
and t 12=0 ps. The solid lines are guides to the eye, showing the dynamics for a single 
pump pulse phase difference. The right panel shows the schematic representation of the 
pulse shapes corresponding to the given delays between x and y polarized parts of the pump 
pulse.
‘down’. The total population of the excited state and its spin polarization are shown 
in Fig. 7.8 as a function of time. We have chosen a pump pulse with h u c =  1.598 eV, 
(¿12 =  0), and a phase difference of n /2 . In this particular case, the spin polarization 
of the excited state show oscillations with the frequency of the detuning u c — Uhh 
similar to those seen in the Kerr rotation.
Simulations also show that the phase of the beatings is directly related to the 
phase difference between the x and y polarized parts of the pump pulse, being in good 
agreement with the experiment. It should be noted that the absolute phase of the 
beatings extracted from the experiment is different from the one found theoretically. 
This is most likely described in terms of many body effects, which are beyond the 
scope of this thesis.
The simulations performed for a fixed h u c =  1.5980 eV and different t 12 are also 
in good agreement with the experiment [Fig. 7.6(a)]. Similar to the experiment,
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Figure 7.8: (a) Simulations of the dynamics of the populations of the excited state for two 
spin sublevels N x  T and N x  j(b ) Simulations of the dynamics of the to tal population of the 
excited sta te N x  T + N x  j. and its spin polarization N x  T — N x  j. . The simulations are 
performed for the case corresponding to pumping with polarization shaped laser pulses with 
hue =  1.5980 eV and t i 2 =  0. Dashed lines show the polarization shaped pump pulse.
the beatings are observed only during the action of the pump and their amplitude 
decreases with increasing t 12. Note that due to the smaller trion oscillator strength, 
we can only see beatings of exciton spin-population. However, the calculations also 
show that if trion transitions are neglected completely our measurements would not 
be sensitive to exciton beatings at all. On-resonant excitation of trion is crucial for 
our experiment.
The agreement between theory and experiment clearly demonstrates that during 
the excitation by a short laser pulse the spin population of the excited state generated 
through off-resonant optical transitions is considerable and dominates the experimen­
tal signal. If circularly polarized off-resonant optical excitation is accompanied by an 
on-resonant linearly x-polarized pumping, quantum interference introduces beats in 
the laser-induced spin population of the excited state. Thus when describing signals
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during the action of an ultrafast circularly polarized pulses in pump-probe experi­
ments, one can not neglect spin populations due to various off-resonant transitions. 
The interference between off-resonantly and resonantly excited spin populations must 
be taken into account when spin dynamics during the action of the laser pulse is 
analyzed. We could not find any strong indication for ultrafast spin relaxation due 
to  intrinsic spin-flip mechanisms (for instance, hole spin relaxation) nor for charge 
relaxation, except an exponential decay with a characteristic time of about 2 ps ob­
served just above the exciton transition. The nature of this relaxation process will be 
an issue for future studies.
Finally, we would like to note that although we were able to generate circularly 
polarized fields having independent control of temporal and spectral resolution, the 
quantum  beats do not allow to overcome the Fourier limit in the optical control of 
spins.
However, if we consider spin systems with even larger optical coherence times, an 
intriguing result is obtained in the simulations based on Eq. 7.1, when the x and y 
polarized parts of the pump do not overlap ( t12 > > 6  ps) and the optical decoherence 
time T2 is large T2 >>  |t12|. In this case the quantum beats are suppressed [see Fig. 
7.9(b)] and the spin-polarization of the excited state exhibits a femtosecond rise time 
defined by the duration of the shortest pump pulse, while being observed only in the 
narrow spectral range defined by the longer pump pulse. Thus under these conditions, 
overcoming the Fourier limit in the optical control of spins may be feasible [22].
7.5 Conclusions
To conclude, the spin dynamics that occurs during the action of a picosecond polarized 
laser pulse is investigated for the exciton-trion system in CdTe/Cdo.7sMgo.22Te MQW 
as a function of the pulse shape.
The focus was on the the ultrafast orientation of a spectrally narrow region in 
energy space. Exciting the quantum wells with a combination of spectrally broad 
and spectrally narrow pulses, indeed induces a spectrally narrow region of spin ori­
entation, either orientating exciton or trion spins. During the excitation process the 
spin orientation shows complicated behavior. The origin of this behavior lies in the 
interplay between resonant and off-resonant transitions, which are oscillating during 
the action of the laser pulse.
We demonstrate that ultrafast spin relaxation via intrinsic spin-flip mechanisms 
alone, for instance hole-spin relaxation, can not explain the observed behavior. In­
stead, the spin-population generated by off-resonant optical transitions is shown to 
have a considerable influence on the ultrafast spin dynamics.
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Figure 7.9: Simulations of tem poral transients for spin-polarization of the upper sta te  in 
a two level system excited by polarization shaped laser pulses as a function of detuning 
Uc — uo , where uo is the frequency of the transition in the two level system. All the relaxation 
processes including optical decoherence were neglected. (a) t 12=0; (b) t 12 > > 6  ps.
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Summary
In the upcoming fields of ‘spintronics’ and ‘spin-based quantum computing’ the fast 
manipulation of spin orientation is of crucial importance. Laser pulses have proven 
to  be an effective tool to excite the spin orientation on a femtosecond timescale. 
Moreover, the induced spin dynamics can be measured with magneto-optics allowing 
for an all-optical method to investigate the ultrafast excitation and detection of spin 
orientation.
Recently, new optical methods are being developed to overcome problems of stan­
dard optics, such as the diffraction limit and the Fourier limit. These methods include 
coherent control and pulse shaping methods on non-spin polarized systems. Inspired 
by these novel experimental techniques, we decided to adapt these methods to ma­
nipulate the spin orientation of the relevant electronic states in our system. This 
implies adding the polarization of the light as an experimental variable, resulting in 
coherent control with a sequence of orthogonally polarized pulses, and polarization 
pulse shaping.
Using these methods we demonstrated the independent control of exciton and 
trion spin orientation in CdTe based quantum wells structures (a trion is a negatively 
charged exciton consisting of two electrons and a hole). Moreover, the analysis of 
beating of the Kerr rotation due to Raman coherence between excited states allows 
us to determine the laser induced coherent superposition of exciton and trion spin 
states (chapter 3). Polarization pulse shaping enables the direct spectral control of 
the helicity within the laser pulse spectral width, which is used to create parallel and 
anti-parallel spin orientation of exciton and trion states (chapter 4). Furthermore, 
the ability to create polarization shaped pulse is exploited to investigate ultrafast and 
spectrally resolved spin excitation. Experiments and simulations show that such a
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process is accompanied by interference between resonantly and off-resonantly excited 
spin polarizations during the pulse. Calculation shows that ultrafast and spectrally 
resolved spin excitation is indeed possible in materials with long optical coherence 
times.
Regarding the outcome of this research we can say that light is a versatile tool to 
investigate the excitation and detection of spin orientation in semiconductors. The 
commercially available femtosecond laser sources allow for investigation of ultrafast 
excitation processes and subsequent spin dynamics, using now well known optical 
pump-probe methods.
Magneto-optics yields very sensitive optical methods to investigate both static 
and dynamic spin orientation and polarization, moreover, it also allows to measure 
coherences in the superposition of spin states in low-dimensional semiconductor struc­
tures, like quantum wells and quantum dots, im portant tools in the field of spin-based 
quantum computing.
The sensitive nature of magneto-optical effects holds a very im portant conse­
quence, as it is not only very sensitive to spin orientation in materials, but also 
to  non-spin induced signals/artifacts. This is especially imminent in the electric field 
induced spin polarization in GaAs. There, the tem perature dependence is dominated 
by the Franz-Keldysh effect at the interface, masking the true tem perature behavior 
of the spin injection efficiency. These problems can be tackled by either avoiding the 
spectral region where the artifact is strongest, or, retrieving the spin polarization by 
careful modeling of the magneto-optical signal.
The restrictions on ultrafast and spectrally resolved excitation of spin orientation 
given by the Fourier limit, could be lifted by using complex laser pulses generated by 
either cross-polarized pulses, or shaped pulses. These optical ‘tricks’ allowed us to 
excite exciton and trion spins within the spectral width of a femtosecond laser pulse. 
It should be noted that we do not claim the experimental breaking of the Fourier 
Limit in a strict sense, however, we are capable of measuring a spectral and temporal 
region not accessible with single circularly polarized laser pulses.
The individual control of spin states, such as the exciton and trion spin states, is 
also possible with a set of spectrally narrow and temporally long laser pulses from 
different laser sources. Besides the fact tha t the excitation of multiple spin levels is 
experimentally unpractical with such method (each spin state needs a separate laser 
source), there is also a more fundamental difference in the optical excitation with the 
used coherent control and pulse shaping methods. Indeed, a cross-polarized pulse and 
a spectrally shaped pulse can be considered as a superposition of multiple spectrally 
narrow pulses. However, in contrast to laser pulses from different laser sources, these 
multiple pulses are generated coherently; they have a well defined phase relation.
As a consequence, the physics due to quantum coherences of laser induced spin 
states can be analyzed, by varying the phase, amplitude, and polarization of each 
spectral component. This allowed us to investigate the beating due to coherently
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excited exciton and trion spins, and the investigation of the interference between real 
and virtual spin states during the excitation process. These fundamentally interesting 
interactions require the optical coherence of the excitation light source(s).
For applications, pulse shaping appears to be a promising tool for the initialization 
of multiple coherent spin states, with obvious future importance in the field of spin- 
based quantum computing. The combination of a femtosecond laser source with a 
similar pulse shaping configuration would allow for the simultaneous excitation of 
about hundred spin states. In the lab environment the pulse shaper has proven to 
be a very versatile optical tool for the fundamental investigation of ultrafast spin 
dynamics on the scale of optical and Raman coherence.
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Samenvatting
Voor de snel opkomende onderzoeksvelden van ‘spintronica’ en ‘quantum computing’ 
is de snelle manipulatie van de spin-orientatie van cruciaal belang. Laserpulsen hebben 
bewezen een uiterst effectief hulpmiddel te zijn om de spin-orientatie te initieren op een 
ultrasnelle tijdschaal. Bovendien is het mogelijk de laser geïnduceerde spin-dynamica 
te meten met magneto-optische technieken, die daardoor de volledig optische excitatie 
en detectie mogelijk maken. Onlangs zijn nieuwe optische technieken ontwikkeld 
om problemen, zoals de diffractie limiet en de Fourier limiet, van standaard optis­
che methoden te omzeilen. Deze omvatten ‘coherente controle’ en ‘pulsmanipulatie’ 
methoden voor niet spin-gepolariseerde systemen. Geïnspireerd door deze nieuwe 
experimentele technieken hebben we besloten deze methoden aan te passen voor de 
manipulatie van de spin-orientatie van relevante spin-toestanden in een halfgeleider 
quantum put systeem. De toevoeging van de polarisatie van het licht als experimentele 
variabele resulteert in coherente controle van spin-toestanden met behulp van een se­
quentie van orthogonaal gepolariseerde pulsen en manipulatie van de polarisatie van 
de pulsen.
Gebruikmakend van deze methoden demonstreren we de onafhankelijke controle 
van de spin van excitonen en trionen in CdTe/CdMgTe quantum put systemen (een 
trion is een negatief geladen exciton, bestaande uit twee electronen en een gat). Boven­
dien blijkt het mogelijk de coherente superpositie van spin-toestanden te bepalen aan 
de hand van de analyse van oscillaties in de Kerr rotatie (hoofdstuk 3). Polarisatie- 
pulsmanipulatie door de gecontroleerde variatie van de polarisatie binnen een enkele 
laserpuls, maakt het mogelijk de spectrale componenten van de optische polarisatie 
van de laserpuls te manipuleren en zo een parallelle of tegengestelde spin-orientatie van 
excitonen en trionen te creeren (hoofdstuk 4). Verder hebben we polarisatie-pulsmani-
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pulatie ingezet om onderzoek te doen naar ultrasnelle en spectraal gevoelige excitatie 
van spin-orientatie. Experimentele data en simulaties laten zien dat een dergelijk 
proces wordt bepaald door interferentie van resonant en niet-resonant geexciteerde 
spin-toestanden tijdens de puls. Berekeningen geven aan dat ultrasnelle en spectraal 
gevoelige spin-excitatie inderdaad mogelijk is in materialen met lange optische cohe­
rentie tijden.
Naar aanleiding van ons onderzoek kunnen we concluderen dat licht een belang­
rijk hulpmiddel is in het onderzoek naar ultrasnelle excitatie en detectie van spin- 
orientaties in halfgeleiders. De commercieel beschikbare femtoseconde lasersystemen 
maken het onderzoek naar ultrasnelle excitatieprocessen en de daarop volgende spin- 
dynamica toegankelijk, gebruikmakend van de nu wel bekende optische pump-probe 
technieken.
Magneto-optica levert zeer gevoelige optische methoden op om zowel de statische 
als de dynamische spin-polarisatie te bestuderen. Daarnaast stellen deze technieken 
ons in staat om coherenties in de superpositie van spin-toestanden te meten in half­
geleider structuren met zeer kleine afmetingen, zoals ‘quantum putten ’ en ‘quantum 
stippen’, belangrijke elementen in het veld van op spin gebaseerde ‘quantum compu­
ting’.
De gevoeligheid van de magneto-optische methoden heeft belangrijke consequen­
ties, omdat ze niet alleen heel gevoelig zijn voor de spin-orientatie in een materiaal, 
maar ook voor niet spin-geïnduceerde signalen en artefacten. Dit is in het bijzonder 
het geval voor de elektrisch veld geïnduceerde spin-polarisatie in GaAs. De kwali­
tatieve temperatuursafhankelijkheid wordt gedomineerd door Franz-Keldysh effecten 
bij het grensvlak van de spin-injector en GaAs, die de daadwerkelijke temperatuurs- 
afhankelijkheid ten gevolge van spin-polarisatie maskeren. Deze problemen kunnen 
opgelost worden door dit spectrale gebied te mijden, of door het achterhalen van de 
spin-polarisatie door de nauwkeurige modellering van het magneto-optische signaal.
De beperkingen van ultrasnelle en spectraal selectieve excitatie van spin-oriïentatie 
gegeven door de Fourier limiet, kunnen omzeild worden door gebruik te maken van 
complexe laserpulsen, gegenereerd door ofwel orthogonaal polariseerde pulsen, dan- 
wel spectraal gemanipuleerde pulsen. Deze optische ‘trucs’ stellen ons in staat gecon­
troleerd excitonen en trionen spins te exciteren binnen de spectrale breedte van de 
laserpuls. Daarbij moet vermeld worden, dat we niet de overschrijding van de Fourier 
limiet claimen, maar we zijn wel in staat een spectraal en tijdsgebied te exciteren, dat 
niet toegankelijk is met een enkele circulair gepolariseerde laserpuls.
De onafhankelijke controle van spin-toestanden, zoals de excitonen en trionen spin, 
is ook te realiseren met een combinatie van spectraal nauwe en relatief lange laser­
pulsen. Buiten het feit dat de excitatie van meerdere spin-toestanden experimenteel 
onhandig is met deze methode (elke spin-toestand vergt zijn eigen laserbron) is er ook 
een fundamenteel verschil ten opzichte van de gebruikte coherente controle en pulsma- 
nipulatie methoden. Inderdaad kunnen een orthogonaal gepolariseerd pulspaar en een
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spectraal gemanipuleerde puls beschouwd worden als een superpositie van meerdere 
spectraal nauwe laserpulsen, maar, integenstelling to t laserpulsen afkomstig uit ver­
schillende laserbronnen, is deze verzameling van pulsen coherent; ze hebben een goed 
bepaalde fase relatie.
Als gevolg daarvan kan de fysica van quantum coherenties van de lasergeïnduceerde 
spin-toestand onderzocht te worden, door de fase, amplitude en polarisatie van elke 
spectrale component te varieren. Dit stelt ons in staat zowel de oscillaties van cohe­
rent geexciteerde exciton en trion spin-toestanden als de interferentie tussen resonant 
en niet-resonant geexciteerde toestanden tijdens het excitatie proces te bestuderen. 
Deze fundamenteel interessante interacties vereisen de optische coherentie van de licht- 
bron(en).
Pulsmanipulatie lijkt een veelbelovend hulpmiddel te zijn voor de initialisatie 
van meerdere coherente spin-toestanden, met een overduidelijk belang in het onder­
zoeksveld van ‘spin-based quantum computing’. De combinatie van een femtoseconde 
laserbron en een soortgelijke ‘pulse shaping’ configuratie maakt het mogelijk ongeveer 
honderd spin-toestanden gelijktijdig aan te slaan. In een laboratorium omgeving heeft 
de ‘pulse shaper’ bewezen een zeer veelzijdig optisch hulpmiddel te zijn voor funda­
menteel onderzoek van ultrasnelle spin-dynamica op de tijdschaal van de optische en 
Raman coherentie.
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